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"The march of mind - has marched in through , 

my back-parlour shutters, and out again with 

my silver spoons, in the dead of night. The 

policeman, who was sent down to examine, says, 

my house has been broken open on the most 

scientific principles~It' 
(Thomas Love Peacock: 

Crotchet Castle, Chapter 17) 
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PREFACE 

Briefly stated the aim of this paper is to examine 

the relationship between the theory of personal identity 

which Hume evolves in Book I of his Treatise of Human Nature 

and the concept of the self which is utilised in the devel

opment of the doctrines of sympathy and the passions in Book 

II of the Treatise. Several leading commentators, notably 

Norman Kemp-Smith, have claimed that Hurne's doctrines of 

Book II require a concept of personality which is contrary 

to that presented in Book 10. We hope to demonstrate here 

that this claim is unfounded o. 

Hums arrives at his theory of personal identity via 

a two-fold approach ""hich characterises the whole of Book I .. 

In the first place he carries out a programme of logical 

analysis whereby he seeks to invalidate rationalistic conce-

pts traditionally advanced to justify common-sense beliefs 

and assumptions. Secondly, he gives his own psychological 

explanation for these common-sense beliefs and assumptionso 

Among the concepts eliminated in his logical enquir-

ies are those of 'substance' and of a 'simple, identical 

self' which are often utilised to explain the origin of the 

avlareness of personal identityo :. In place of these ~ Hurne 

substitutes a complex psychological mechanism with ~hich 

iv 
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he explains the origin of the aio'iareness of identity of pers .... 

onality in term.s of discrete percepticns which are united by 

the brute force of the imaginationo 

In shcrt, Hume as'serts that the identity '.of self i,s a 

mere ficti.ono The concept has no application t.o ~eality, be~ 
-

cause 'reality'~ ,as he defines it t nowhere manifests a simple, 

identical self. His whole awareness is permeated exclusively 

with perceptions !fwhich suc.ce;ed each other with an incon

ceivable rapidity, and are in a perpetual flux and movement. u 

(T.252) The fiction of personal identity arises solely as'~ 

the result of the operations of the imagination upon perc.ep .... 

tions, and has no other basis or justification. 
-. 

In Book II of the Treatis~ this ccncept .of the pers .... 

onality Appears to be forsaken. The~e Hurae speaks as though 

the sel.f, immutable and enduring, were directly apprehended 

in scme way, and as thcugh it were not merely a fabrication 

of the imagination~ ntTis evident, that the idea, or rather 

impressicn .of .ourselves is always intimately present with us, 

, and that our consciousness gives us so lively a:. conception of 

our .own person, that 'tis not possible to imagine, that any 

thing can in t'his particular g.o beycnd it. tt (T .317) 

Kemp~Smith contends that Hume has not slipped into a 

careless way of speaking here. Instead he believes that Hume 

was aware that the doct~ines of Bock II actually require the 

latter scrt .of concept of the self 0 In oppositicn to Kemp-' , 

Smith, we will argue here that Hlli~ets .original theory of the 

v 
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personality is booth adequate for, and consistent'"with the 

doctrine of Book 110 

It is a matter of some debate as to how far Hume 

himself was afflicted with a sense of the inadequacy of his 

early theory of personal identityo Kemp-3mith and Charles 

'Hendel both believe'that Hume was forced into his later 

manner of speaking because he realised that his original 

, theory of personal identity simply would not do., 

This claim is worthy of examination as a postscript 

to this, paper. For this reason Chap'ter V is devoted ,to an 

evaluation of the, evidence advanced for ito We shall argue, 

that while there is some justification for the belief that 

Hume did r'eject his doctrine of personal identity as express':' 
, " 

ed in Book I, conclusive proof f~r the view is not forth

coming 0 It will be 'seen, perhaps, that it is equally poss~ 

ible to hold that Hume omitted his theory from his later 

works in obedience to the dictates of literary expediencyo 

The present paper is developed in the following way: 

Chapter I deals with Hume's definition and' classification of 

the elements of experience, together with the evolution of 

his theory of meaning; Chapter II is concerned with his 

semantic and logical attacks on the concepts of 'self' and 

'substance', his denial that the external world is knowable, 

and the development of his doctrine of natural belief as an 

explanation of the origin of these concepts; Chapte+ III 

vi 
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contains a critical examination of his analysis of the cond-

itions for numerical identity and its alleged inapplicability 

to the world of experience, together with a detailed account 

of the conditions necessary for the awareness of personal 

identity; in Chapter IV an analysis is made of the relation

ship between the concept of personal identity advanced in 

Book I, and presented in Chapter III of this paper, and the 

concept of the self ·which Hume appears to require in Book II; 

finally, in Chapter V an attempt is made to reveal the 

impossibility of attributing with any certainty a specific 

motive to Hume for . his later omission of his theory of pers-

onal identityo 

I should like to express my thanks to my thesis 

supervisor Dro J o Noxon for his helpful criticism and encour~ 

aging advice, and to the second reader Nr. J. Bristolo 

~!iy thanks are also due to the other members of the 

Department, both for their con@ents and for the loan of many 

useful texts, and finally to the Province of Ontario for the 

Fellowship which made -my studies possible. 
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CHAPTER I 

HUivIE TS .]HEORY OF HEANING 

Hlli~e has two main aims in Book I of the Treatiseo The 

first is to offer a critical appraisal of rationalistic exp-

lanations of the problems which arise 'When co:nmon-sense assum ... 

ptions J beliefs and habits are made the subjects of philosoph-

ical reflection" His second aim is to provide a naturalistic 

explanation of these problemso The critical and explanatory 

aims will be the subJects of Chapters II and III respec:~ively .. 

The present Chapter will be devoted to an outline of the 

basis of HQne's philosophy as it appears in the opening pass-

ages of Book 10 

In the opening passages Hurne outlines the scope of his 

investigations D He is to be concerned entirely with percept-

i ons and with the operations of the mind upon perceptionso 

His approach is fundamentally psychological, and the psychol-

ieal principles which he evolves here will provide the bases 

of his explanatory work later in Book 10 

At the same time, however, he evolves a theory of 

meaning which is best described as logical o It springs frOJl 

what passes as a piece of psychological reasoning~ but is 

itself essentially a general criterion of meaningfulness~ ~his 

criterion plays an important part in Hums's critical passage s 

1 
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and the course of its evolution will be examined in some 

detail in this Chaptero-
. 
~ume's procedure throughout Book I is a curious mix-

ture of the psychological and the logical. The conflicting 

aims'of these two modes of investigation give rise to a great 
" 

deal of discord, at least on the verbal surface, and a care-

ful examination of the opening passages or Book I is essen

tial to a fuller understanding of the construction which 

Burne places upon personal identitY,1) 

Hume begins the Tr-eatise with a definition of the 

limits of human experience: "All the perceptions of the 

human mind resolv.e themselves into two distinct kinds which 
- I -

I shall call I1>'IPRESSIONS and IDEAS .. " (TD1) The implication 

here is that human experience is limited to what is perceived o 

This initial assumption will have important repercussions in 

Hume's discussion of personal identitYD 

Subsumed under the genus 'perception' are the two 

species 'impressions' and fideas'o Their differentia are 

'force' and 'liveliness': 

The difference between these consists in the degrees 
of force and liveliness with ",;hich they strike upon 
the mind, and make their way into our thought and 
consciousness~ Those perceptions, which enter with 
most force and violence, we may nameimpressionsj 
and under this name I comprehend all our sensations, 
passions and emotions,.as they make their first 

r-
David Hume, A Treatise of Human Nature, edo LoAo 
Selby-Bigge (CQxf'ord: Clarendon Press, 1888)<> All 

references in this paper to the Treatise are to this edition, 
and are acknowledged by the use of the letter 'Tt and the 
appropriate page numbers placed in brackets 0 
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~ppearance. in the scul q By ideas I mean the faint 
images cf these in thinking and reasoning; such as, 
fcr instance, are all the percepticns excited by the 
present disccurse, excepting cnly~ those which arise 
frcm the sight and tcuch, and excepting the immed
iate pleasure cruneasiness it may cccasicn. (T~l) 

These differentia have a distinctly psychclcgical 

f·lavo.ur and are elo.quent testimo.nials to. the empirical asp

ect cf Bcok I, fcr its first majcr distinctio.nrests upon 

the descripticn cf mental phencIp.enao The use. cf such term

inclcgy need nct, cf ccurse, detract frcm the philcsophical 

value cf the wcrko Descartes, after all, saw fit to. allcw 

the descripticn cf mental images to. play·a crucial part in 

his philcscphy, as witness his use cf the terms 'clear' 

and 'distinct' as applied to. ideas~ Indeed, Hume's differ~ 

entia highlight a feature cf great philcscphical impcrtance 

in his wcrk, namely its sclipsistic crientaticno 

It seem~ to. be understccd in the cpening passages cf 

Bcck I that percepticns are privy to. the individual perceiver~. 

Hume ackncwledges frcm the cutset that he is hedged abcut, as 

it were» by his cwn sense data which he chccses to. call 

percepticns. It fcllcws that reality can be catalcgued cnly ~ 

in terms cf impressicns and ideas which are the species cf 

percepticns o Hurne's pcsiticn is cne cf isclaticn frcID;what 

we ncrmally call the external wcrld and frcm what "'Ie ccmm-

cnly regard as being cther minds o In this pcsiti9n he is 

faced with acccunting fcr the differences we draw between 

'actual' cbjects and the representaticns o.f these prcvided 
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by the memory and by the imaginat;i.ono Since the sum total 

of Humean experience is perceptions, the difference must lie 

between the perceptions themselves, for they are the only 

possible source of such differentiationo This difference 

Hurne attributes to the varying degrees of force and live-

liness manifested by perceptions. Impressions correspond 

to what we normally call perceptions of the senses, and ideas 

correspond to the products of the memory or of the imagin-

ation, and the latter differ from the former in being less 

vivid or forcefulo 

There is, too, yet another class of impressionss 

Its members are those perceptions which we normally describe 

as internal sensations, such as fear, anger or love, and 

these are produced only on the prior appearance of impressions 

of the senses or on the prior appearance of ideaso Even 

so they are differentiated from ideas by their superior 

force or liveliness . 

I1ume is well aware that the differentia !force' and 

'liveliness' do not always enable us to distinguish between 

our impressions and our ideas.. On some occasions ourimag-

ination can produce perceptions whose intensity approach~s 

that of impressions: 

Everyone of himself will readily perceive the diff
erence betwixt feeling and thinking. The common 
de grees of the se are E:Clsily distinguished; "tI1O' it 
is not impossible but in particular instances they 
may very nearly approach to each othere Thus in 
sleep, in a fever~ in madness, or in any very viol
ent emotions of soul~ our i deas may approach to our 
impress ions: As on the other hand it sometimes happ-
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ens, that our impressions are so faint and low, that. 
we cannot distinguish them from our ideaso (Tol~2). 

There would be a problem here in any philosophy, 

solipsist or otherwise 0 It is al-tay& difficult to differen-

tiate between the products of sensation and viv~d dreams or 

persistent hallucinations when the latter are act~ally being 

experienced.. The' most we can say is that we generally know 

when we are not dreaming or when we are not the victims of 

hallucinations. However, the fact, that we do differentiate 

between 1 feeling \' and 1 thinking', ·or· between sensing and 

imagining J shows that the .problem is no~ insuperable, and 

"that there are criteria which can be appli'ed with great 

expectation of success. Hume chooses 'force' and 'liveliness', 

but is prepared to concede that they have only a generaL 

application: 

But notwithstanding this near resemblance in a few 
instances, they are in general so very different, 
that no-one can scruple to rank them under distinct 
heads, and assign to each a peculiar name to mark 
the differenceo (To2) . 

The investigation proceeds on a psychological level, 

and Hume further subdivides perceptions into simple and 

complex: ttSimple perceptions or impressions and ideas are 

such as admit of no distinction nor separationo The com-

plex are the contrary of these, and may be distinguished 

into partso" (T o 2) 

HUme is not saying here that we perce,ive only simples 

and later combine them into' complexes. He is merely saying 
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.that all complex percepti.ons can-be analysed int.o discrete, 

simple pyrcepti.ons: ttTho' a particular c.olour, taste, . and 

smell are qualities all ·united t.ogether in this apple,. 'tis. 

easy t.o perceive they are n.ot the. same, but are at least 

distinguishable fr.om each .other .. ·tt (To2) 

6 

At first .sight ·this passage looks very much like a 

piece ·of psychological analysis", By 'psychological? we mean 

here the descripti.on .of mental phen.omena, the classificati.on 

.of mental phen.omena into various gr.oups, and the derivati.on 

of general laws fr.om the .observed behaviour .of such phenomenao 

Hume appears to be saying that the percepti.on 'apple f is 

c.omposed of several c.onstituent ·simple perceptions~. If 

c.omplex perceptions are s.o c.onstructed·then the c.onstituent. 

simples can be perceived apartfr.om the c.omplex as percep

ti.ons in their .own right. This form .of distinguishing w.ould 

be merely a· matter .of ebservati.on, .on the same level as the 

.observatien .of the varying fercefulness .or vivacity .of 

perceptiens.,. 

HeVlTever, in the sectien .on' abstract ideas Hume appear.s 

to indicate that this interpretation is net strictly cerrect~ 

The.re is the suggesti.on that simples are the pr.oduc·ts .of 

legical as eppesed t.o psych.ol.ogical analysis: 

A persen ~rhe desires us t.o c.onsider the Ilgure .of 
a glebe .of white marble vlith.out thinking en its 
col.our, desires an imp.ossibility; but his meaning 
is, that we sh.ould censider the c.ol.our and figure 
t.ogether but still keep in .our eye the resemb
lance t.o the glebe of black marble, .or that t.o 
any ether glebe .of whatever celeur .or substance 9 (T~25) 
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~he term 'logical analysis! would be a more apt description· 

of this process than 'psychological analysis', for'it is 

clear that the complex perception has not actually been 

broken up into discrete perceptions. The complex. perception 

remains as a whole, but one aspect of it is compared with a 
resembling aspect of yet another complex. For this' process 

Hume adopts the title t distinction of reason': f11'le consider 

the figure and cQlonrltQgeth~r~: ,since they are in effect the 

same and undistinguishable; but still view them in different 

aspects, according to the resemblances, of which they are 

susceptible. ft (T.25) 

Now the account he has'given of this procedure con

flicts wi~h ?n earlier account he has given of the role 

played by the imagination: If All simple ideas may be separated 

by the imagination, and may be united again in what form it 

pleases~tt (TolO) In this passage Hume explicitly states that 

simples are perceptually discreteo That is, simple percep

tions can be separated off from complex perceptions and can 

become individual perceptions. The two accounts he, gives of 

the power of the imagination and of abstract ideas are 

obviously in conflict. This makes for a great deal of diff

iculty in the interpretation of Hume's doctrine of simple 

ideaso Laird asks somewhere, nIs the simple supposed to be 

analytically simple or visibly simple?tt, and Ma,und laments 

the fact that Hurne ttnever realis,ed that what is logically 



1 
simple is not necessarily psychologically simple." 

Tdhether Hume realised that the problem existed or 

not, he never offers any solution for ito In the absence of 

a solution of his own making it \'iOuld not, perhaps, be amiss 

to construct one using the following passage as a guide: 

Since all ideas are deriv'd from impressions, and 
are nothing but copies and representations of them, 
whatever is true of the one must be acknowledgTd 
concerning the othero Iopressions and ideas differ 
only in their strength and vivacity. It cannot 
therefore be affected by any variation in that 
particular. An idea is a weaker impression; and as 
a strong impression must necessarily have a deter
minate quantity and quality, the case must be the 
same with its copy or representative. (To19) 

. .-
Hurne holds that all ideas are merely copies of imp-

ressions, and that there exist no ideas in the mind which have 

not been preceded by impressions which tile y resemhle in every 

respect except their vivacity. The origins of this principle 

will be examined in the following pages of this Chapter.. For 

the present it is sufficient to note that since every idea is 

preceded by a resembling impression, the sine qua non of 

every simple, unanalysable idea must be the prior occurrenC8 

of a simple, unanalysable impressiono If this interpretatton 

is adopted it must follow that the imagination does not have 

the power to separate out the simple components of a complex 

perceptiono However, the imagination would still have the 

l ' 
Constance 1',Iaund, 1:~~1)"ne's Treatment of Simpl.es T!, 

Proceedings of the Aristote~idn Socie~y, U.S. 35, (1934-35 ) . 
The quotation from Laird appears in {~undTs articleo 
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ability to separate complexes one from another and to ~~it~, 

simples 'Vihich were originallr presented as simple impressions. 

Kernp':"Smith is in sympathy "'lith this interpretation., 

His comment on the above passage is: t!Negatively stated, this 

means that no abstraction is capable of real exi~tence', that 

none' therefore can be sensibly perceived, and that·there 

being no sense-impression of the abstract, there can be no 
1 

image of itoU That is, unless simple~ are given in expar~ 

ience, they can have no real existence but are distinguishable, 

only by means of the distinction of reason. Hume's analysis 

of the apple must therefore be a logical 'one, and the fruits 

of such an 'analysis must be logical and n()t psychological 

entities.-

Having attempted, not altogether successfully, to 

divide perceptions into simple and complex, Hume sets about 

constructing a general theory of meaning.. HQ~eTs theory of 

meaning is a typica,1 child of the Trea.tise, manifesting as it' 

does both psychological and logical aspects. It appears to 

be born of psychological analysis, but it more likely that. it 

is the logical outcome of the initial postulates of Book I ... 

Its function appears to be that of a psychological yardstick, 

but it can and does function as a most potent logicai weapon 

when wielded against the concepts of rationalism. Certa.inly 

1 
Norman Kemp-Smith~ The Philosophy of David Hume, 

(:Macmillan: London, 1964.), p .. 2580 
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it has profound consequences for the doctrine of personal 

identity. 

The genesis of HU.lJ:3'S theory of meaning comes about in 

the following wayo He observes that his impressions and ideas 

bear a strong resemblance to one anothero IHhen he shuts his 

eyes after surveying his chamber, he finds that the images of 

his chamber and of its contents are still presento These 

differ from the images previously experienced only in their 

force and vivacity. It would not be true, howBver, to say 

that all ideas resemble impressions. Although it is poss-<;--

ible to imagine a city such as the New Jerusalem, no one can 

claim that he has seen it. 

While it is not always true that ideas have resembling 

impressions, in the case of simple impressions and ideas tlthe 

rule here holds without any exception, and . every simple 

idea has a simple impression which resembles it; and every 

simple impression a correspondent ideaD 'T (To)) Simple ideas 

and impressions attend one another constantly, and ttSuch a 

constant conjunction, in such an infinite nwnber of instances, 

can never arise from chance; but clearly proves a dependence 

of the impressions on the ideas, or of the ideas on the 

impressions. tI (T04- 5) Not only is there a simple impres s ion 

corresponding to every simple idea j but their constant 

conjunction proves that one is depenaent on on t he other. 

To prove that impressions always precede the ideas 

vihich they r esemble Burne offers two demonstrations 0 The 
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first of these is as follows: nTo give a child an idea of 

scarlet or orange, of sweet or bitter, I present ·the objects, 

or in other words, convey to hi!ll these impressions; but proc

eed not so absurdly, as to endeavour to produce the Lrnpress'; 

ions by exciting the ideas. tf {T.5)\-/e do not proceed ·so 

absurdly simply because no impression is ever seen to follow 

an idea in these circ~rnstancesJ while on the other hand, 

$lany impressions either of the mind or body is constantly 

followed by an idea, which resembles it, and is only diff

erent in the degrees of force and liveliness .. tt (T-05) 

The second. demonstration makes the· point that those 

who have been blind from birth eann6t~:ha"te8any-.;(:ideac)6f :-:C91our, 

whileoth0se who have been deaf from birth are likewise devoid 

of any idea of sound ~ nNor is this. only true, whe.re the 

organs of sensation are entirely destroytd, but likewise where 

they have never been put in action to produce a particular 

impression. We cannot form to ourselves a just idea of the 

taste of a pine-apple, without having actually tasted it.tt (T.5) 

From both proofs it follows: ftThata.11 our simple 

ideas in their first appearance are derivtd from simple imp-

ressions, which are correspondent to them, and which they 
1 

exactly.represento tt (T~4) 

Hume uncovers a contrary instance uwhich may prove, 

1 
Italicised in the text .. 
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that 'tis not absolutely impossible for ideas to go before 

their correspondent impressionso" (T.5) The contrary inst-

ance can arise when a man is confronted with a chart cont-

aining all the shades of blue except one in order of intens~ 

ity. Hume contends that, although the man may never have 

seen the missing shade of blue, he can tell, from the gap in 

the gradations of intensity of the colours, the intensity of 

the missing shade and the place from which it is missingo 

This experiment does not shake Hume's faith in his newly 

discovered principle, that all ideas are copies of precedi:rlg 

impressions which they exactly resemble in all respects but 

their vivacityo The contrary instance "is so particular and 

singular, that 'tis scarce worth our observing, and does not 

merit that for it alone we should alter our general maximo H 

(T.6) 

Hendel takes the view that Hume's experiment \'lith the 

shade of blue is a sure indication that he has no intention 

of universalising his maxim~ In other words he believes that 

Hume has developed a purely psychological theory by a proce s s 

of inductive generalisation: 

It is a Ugeneral maxim" that holds for the phenomena 
or the conjunctions of experience so far observed , 
but then the possibility always r ema ins open for the 
appearance of something new and different which as a 
contrary instance ~ay serve as a proof tha t , the prin
ciple GlUSt not be treated as a universal one 0 It i s 
not a principle of reason; nor does it express a 
Hre13tion of ideas tt vJher e there can be Ilins i ght into 



the necessity of the relaiion . It is, in S~TI, an 
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In the Introduction to the Treati3e Hwne does speak 

as though it is his intention to become a practical psycho

logisto He says that his aim is to "explain the principles 

of human nature" (Toxx), and he proposes to do this by means 

of "careful and exact experiments!t . (T oxxi) By experimentat-

ion he appears to mean the observation of the human mind in 

!rdifferent cir cUJ'lstances and situationstf . (T.xxi) From these 

experiments he hopes to derive principles, or laws of hQrnan 

conducto He emphasise s that his principles will be derived 

solely from experience, and that, ~although we must endeav-

our to render all our principles as universal as possible lf 

(T oxxi), we c-annot go beyond experience . Among other things , 

this obviously means that Hurne cannot claim universality for 

any of his principles because he would be unable to carry out 

sufficient experiments . There is always the possibility tha t 

a contrary instance will present itself in the very next 

experiment: 

The sum of what has been said about this experir!1snt 
with the shade of blue as it bears on the principle 
is simply that the prinCiple is the first result of 
Hume's experimental method of reasoning . The 
"li~itation" upon the principle required b y the 
fact that there is a real obj e ction to it is that 

1 
c.w. Hendel, Studies in the Philosophy of David 

Hwne, (Bobb s-herrill: l'Je "w York, 1963), p . 43U . 
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~t has thelvalue only of'probability and not that of· 
knowledge. 

H.H. Price, while endorsing Hendel's interpretation, 

claims that its psychologism is not the most important feat

ure of Hume's fir~t principle. As far as Price is concerned 

ttthe doctrine that all,.:.mental imag~§. are derived from imp..,. 

ressioris, vJ'hether it is true or false, is not of the faintest 

philosophical interest. It iS,a psychological doctrine, not 
2 

a philosophical onet!o Of real significance for philosophy 

is Hume' s insistence that tfall our understanding 6f general 
3 

symbols rests ultimately on ostensive definiti'ontT. 

In clarification of this comment Price divides symb-

ols into two classes, namely primary and secondary: 

A secondary symbol is one which is definable in ;: 
terms of other general symbols; ,for example, 
murder is defined in y~,!"zp.s of malice, killing, 
and human being, and dragon is defined in terms' 
of i:dnged, fire-breathing, and reptile. Event
ually, perhaps, after a number of stages,'we 
shall come down to certain primary symbols which 4 
cannot be defined in terms of other symbols at all9 

Using this new distinction, Price reformulates Hurne's 

first principle in the following way:.' ttThe meaning of a 

primary general symbol is given, and can only be given, by 

pointing to a particular whtch 'we are acquainted with in 

2HoH" Price, tiThe Permanent Significance of HumeTs 
Philosophytt, Philosophy, (1940), p. 10. 

3Ibid • 

4Ibid., p. 11. 
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sense or introspection, and sayirlg ! That is an instance of 

Itlhat I me[J.n by the term tTso-and-so1!.! !ll 

Price offers two reasons for his preferance for this 

reformulation. The first is that it avoids Hurne's Itidea-

terClinology!lo By this Price refers to Eume!s preoccupation 

with perceptions and his attempts to classify them into 

impressions and ideas and into simple and complexv It is 

Price's belief that "The word 'idea' is one of the most 

pernicious sources of confusion in the whole history of phil-

osophy!:, and that even Hurne, t:perhaps the cleverest man who 
2 

ever used ittt, falls foul of its tlbaneful influence ll • 

We have already experienced the baneful influence of 

Hurne's terminology in our examination of his doctrine of 

simple ideas. There y,:e saw that Hune' s distinction bety"een 

simple and co~plex breaks down on the psychological level. 

The solution then suggested was that we should regard the 

analysis of complex ideas into simple ideas as an example of 

logical analysiso 

According to Price the simple-complex distinction is 

part of Hurne' s attempt to sho,v .in psychological terms how 

concepts are constructed. The meaning of the word 'apple', 

for example, is provideJ by the sum total of the sitaple 

ideas vihich make up the complex idea 'apple' 0 however, in 



view of the difficulties which arise from a doctrine of 

psychological simples, Price would prefer to regard all 

simples as merely logical simples 0 Hume' s. i'irst principle 

could then operate as a logical criterion of meaning unen

cunlbered by the caprices of mental phenomena~ This would 

be a very useful ~xtension of the interpretation already 

advanced by us of the doctrine of simpleso 

16 

~ricefs second reason for the reformulation of Hume's 

first principle is that,' as derived by Hume, it is nothing 

more thari an inductive· generalisationo Hendel,of.course, 

has amply expanded this comment I) As an inductive general

isationonly, says Price, it is of very little value to 

philosophy: ._ 

We are all familiar with the universal greeness, 
but who of us can recall the particulars from which 
he originally abstracted i't? But even if "fe could 
recall them, it would not mend the matter. For if 
this is the right way to test the principle ., it 
fQllow8 that the Principle - whether it ~urvives 
the test or not - can be nothing but an inductive 
generalisation • Q 0 and it would be 1 p.sychological 
proposition, not a philosophical one.. '. . 

w~ether Hume thought of his i~rst principle. as a 

psychological one or as a logical one, and all the evidence 

tends to show that he held the former view, his commentators 

tend to believe that its true worth lies in its utility as 

an instrument ..far logical analys.is. Only as a logical tool 

can it have universal applaeation to philosophical problemso 
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Whatever the opinions present day psychologists have of 

Hume's theories, Kemp-Smith sums up the judgement of phil

osophers in these words: "Hume's tendency to substitute 

17 

psychological for logical analysis is the more to be regretted 
1 

that it is in his logic that his genius shines most brightly.tf 

We have several times in this Chapter referred to Hume 

as a psychologisto However, it is important to point out that 
.-
/' 

however much he may resemble one he is not a psychologist in 

the modern sense of the termo In the first place he believes 

that there are four sciences which are essential to the 

investigation of human natureo These are logic, ITlorals, crit

icism and politics: 

The sole end of logic is to explain the principles 
and operations of our reasoning faculty, and the 
nature of our ideas: morals and criticism regard our 
tastes and sentiments: and politics consider men as 
united in society, and dependent on each othero In 
these four sciences of Logic, Morals, Criticism, and 
Politics, is comprehended almost every thing, which 
it can in any way import us to ue acquainted with, 
or which can tend either to the improvement or orn
ment of the h~~an mind. (Toxix-xx) 

As Basson points out
2 

this passage shows that Htir.1e is 

not restricting himself to the science of psychology as we 

unders tand it today 0 Hume is rather examining the fotmda tions 

of human knowledgeo Hume, says Basson, wishes to do this in 

order to limit the scope of t.he human understanding 0 The 

IKemp-Smith, ~o cit., po 561 

2Ao H. Basson, David Hume, (London: Penguin, 1958), 
ppo 20- 320 
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force of Humets first principle is that nothing can be con

ceived which has not been experienced., Consequently, since· 

impressions are prior to all other experience on them must 

rest the foundation of all hU:.l1an kno,,-lledge. Modern psycho-

logists do not make statements like this •. Generally they ,/ 

coniine themselve.s to cataloguing human reactions to certain 

situations and to deriving laws of human behaviOiur from large 

numbers of observations of hu...l1an behaviour in cOintrolled 

situations., 

In the second place. Hume's experiments bear little 

resemblance to modern psychological experiments o Easson 

is quite explicit on this point: 

It looks as if Hume is bound.to establish the limits 
of' the human understanding p"y a process 'of .cautious 
generalisation from a large number of individual 
observations and experiments o One pictures the care
ful examination of a large and fair sample of man
kind) ·the noting ot some features common to all the 
men in the sample, and the extension of these· f'eat .... 
ures to all men in general by induction 01 This is 
our average picture of scientific procedure, and 
perhaps Hume· really believed at times that he was 
using some such procedure •. Bu~ th~ arguments hel 
actually uses do not follow th.~s s~mple patterno 

Hume does not prove his principles as a modern psych

ologist would. He rather chooses to persuade h~s readers to 
2 

adopt them. The way he does this is by challenging them to 

lIbido, po 25. 

2Q.vo Basson, opo cit., ppo 25-26. 
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experimept upon themselves: 

The proof of universal correspondence between simple 
impressions and simple ideas falls' into three parts: 
a report, a request, and a challenge o· Hurne first . 
reports that when he examines the ideasi in his mID 
mind, he finds that as a matter of fac.t in his· case 
every idea is a copy of an impression o He then ; 
reque~ts the reader to satisfy himself in a.:_like 
manner that all his ideas are copies of impressions~ 
Then he challenges anyone who disagrees to produce 
an idea' which does not correspond to any possible 
impression 0 Since' no one answers his Ihalleng~, he 
regards his conclusion as established. ' 

Further i,t is interesting to note that Hume fS fexper-

iments f appear to provide him ,,'lith imli1edia,te acquaintance with 

the principles of the human mind.. It almost seems that Hume 

intuit'S his principles in some way, but he, himself believed 

that they wer.e directly experienced 'together with the 

situations under scrutiny.. Kemp-Smith brings ont this latter 
\ 

feature of Humets.method·when he compar~s it with Newton's: 

The term 'princip2e t, as he :·.Newt'op. ! already uses it 
in his early work (and as Hwne also frequently 
employs it), does not[mean what we are accustomed to 
mean by r principle t.. Newton] usually means by it a 

. character which happens to be for us an ultimate 

. character, and 't.'lhich is learned . directly from sense
experience.. As instances of, such " f prin~;i.:ples f he 
cites mass, gravity, and cohesion in·bodies.. They 
are sensible qu~lities and have the manifest charac
acter proper to all sensible qualities. The other, 

'1 Ibid .. , pp .. 35-36 .. 

2Kemp-Smi th is referring to the Queries which Ne~'iton 
appended to his Opticks Q 
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term which he favours, in addition to 'manifest' 
quality, and 1ihich allows of more general use, is 
fphaenomenon f - the Greek term being taken in its 
positive and complimentary (not in its denigratory, 
Kantian) sense as signifying "rhat does, beyond all 
question, actually present itself to us in experienceo 
In contrast to phenomena he sets the occult, meaning 
thereby what is not manifest, the secret or hiddeno I 

What, then, is Hume's relation to the modern logician? 

Modern logicians purport to be searching for a.body of univer

sal, necessary truths. Hume denies that there ~re any such 

truths, or at least if there are they are not eV1ident to the 
t 

human understanding. Human knowledge, he says, is li..vnited . 

to experienc~, and if experience does not furnish. universal

ity, there can be no universal truths as far as mankind is 

concerned: uAnd tho' we must endeavour to render all our' 

principles as universal as possible, by tracing up our exper

iments to the utmost,' and explaining all effects from the. 

simplest and fewest c~uses, 'tis still certain we .cannot go 

beyond experienceou (Toxxi) Similarly if necessity is not 

experienced as belonging to things, then it must be construed 

that it is imposed on the world by the mind. Hume, in fact, 

later tries to show that necessity is not a pa~t of the order 

of things, but ~s merely a construction" placed upon the 

world by the imagination (To 165)0 

This is a direct challenge to Price'S proposed arome:dd

ments o He would have Hume formulate logical ~aws, but Hume 
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is actually telling us that no such laws caD: be formulated, 

or at least no one would: know whethe:r or not any such la'V'ls 

l-iere universal and necessaryo 

In effect, of course, ~oth men have formulated meta

physical propositionso BUrne states categorically that exp

erience cannot furnish knowledge of universality, and he 

denies that there·is any experience of necessity in :things. 

Price simply chooses to believe that universal and necessary 

principles can be fo-rmulated. Hume offers no normally 

acceptable proof of his denial that such truths can ever be 

kno\>m, for he arrives at it neither by induction nor by a. 

process of deduction. 

Probably the strongest proof which either Price or 

Burne can offer is the utility of,their respective beliefs,,· 

Price recommends his on the grounds that it is more effic

acious than Humets, while Hurne announces that, although his 

theory is no more nor less certain than many otners, it will 

in the end prove to be more valuable: tTWhere experiments of

this kind are judiciously collected and compared, vIe may hope 

to establish on them a science, which will not he inferior in 

certainty, and will be much superior in utility to any other 

of human comprehension. tt (T.xxiii) 

Basson argues that the on1:y grounds for accepting or 

rejecting Bume's theory lie in ·an assessment of its value. 

However, he believes, as Price appears to do, that Hurne's 

theory of impressions and ideas is only one of many poss-
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ible frames of reference which can be used to talk about 

human knowledge. First and foremost Basson,·like Price, 

claims that Hume's first principle is no more than a part of 

a system which has been especially designed for the analysis 

of human understanding. Whatever Hume thought.of his theory, 

this is how it appears to work. Basson points out that it is 

the usefulness of Burne's theory, and not its psychological 

overtones, that many other philosophers have been concerned 

to deprecate: 

Hume's theory' of impressions and ideas, and 0 • 0 

the connexion between them, is not so mUlch a psycho
logical theory to be verified by observation, as an 
attempt to provide a framework for analysis. It is 
more like a system of measurement than a physical 
theory. And there cannot be any question of the truth 
of "a system of measurement, but only a question"of 
its value or usefulness for some purpose 0 . This is 
independent of any opinion Hurne himself may have had 
about the absolute va~idity of his scheme. Cartesian 
coordinates do not provide the only possible frame of 
reference for events in physical space, a,lthough' 
Descartes may have thought they dido In a like manner, 
Hume's impressions and ideas do not provide the only 
possible frame of "reference f.or events ih the mental 
World; and, indeed, attacks on Hurne, although they 
have often had the outward appearance of questioning 
the psychological validity of' his scheme, have invar
iably been directed at its alleged explanatorY'inad-
equacy.l . 

Hume himself is delighted with his first principle and 

heralds it as a major discovery: trNo discovery couto. have. 

been made more happily for deciding all controversies conc-

I 
Basson, opo cito, p. 440 
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erning ideas, than that above mention'd, tha~ impressions 

al\'iays take the precedency of them, and that ever-y idea~ 

with which the imagination is furnish'd, ,first makes its 

appearance in a correspondent impression." ('1' .33) , 
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In the application of his principle in Book'I 'of the 

Treatise to the 90ncepts of rationalism Hume displays a ruth

lessness which ill becomes his statement that ,the first 

principle is an inductive generalisationo It does· seem that 

Basson is correct when he says: trt'No matter how he pux-ports

to prove his principle, the use he makes of it shows that 

for him an idea is by definition a copy of an impression.»l 

The principle is applied with devastating effect to 

contemporary notions of ' necessity, space and time, matter, 

i~naterial substance, and the self. Reid. calls it the 

'principle of Inquisition', and illust~ates in whimsical 

language the auto-da-fe of the terminology of the rational-

ists which takes place in Book I: 

The articles of inquisition are few indeed but very 
dreadful in their consequences; ,Is the prisoner an 
impression or an' idea? ,If an idea, ,from what imp
ression 'copied? And if it appears that the pris
oner is neither an impression, nor an idea copied 

.. from some impression, immediately, without being 
allowed to offer anything in arrest· of judgement, 
he is sentenced to pass. out of existence and to be, 
in al:1:. time to corne, an empty unmeaning sound or 
the ghost of a departed entity. Before this dread
ful tribunal, cause and effect, -time, and~ place, 
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matter and spirit, have been tried and cistol 

In this Chapter \'Ire have explore-d the opening sect-

ions of the first Book of the Treatise and have observed the 

tangle of psychological and logical avenues of investigation· 

which Hlli'1le is pursuing. We')hav.e;·,seem. that Hume appears to 

be attempting a ·quasi-psychological description of human 

behaviour. . The . ·s~cond i~· that h~ has e~olved 1I~hat' is to ali 

outward appearances a teal for ps·ychelogical enquiries, .but 

which ·with 'Only a'· slight modification of interpretation can 

be seen to be a teol fer logical analysis. TheSie develop

ments are crucial to the evelution 'Of his theory of personal 

identityo He uses legical analysis te unseat established 

notions, and reverts to. his role as an eighteenth century 

psychologist to explain how it is that we ceme to believe in 

a simple, identical self when no such entity is ever exper

ienced~ These crit.ical and explanatory aspects of his work 

will be the· subjects of the following Chapters .. 

lThomas Rei.d, The Works of Thomas Reid, ,edo Hamilton, 
(Edinburgh, l863}, 10 Quoted from Jo Laird, "Impressions and 
Ideas: A Note on Hurne n , Mind~ 52, 1943, po 1710 
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CHAPTER II 

IfmiJE'S CRITIQUE OF METAPHYSICS 

. In the previous Chapter it v-ras observed 'that. Book I 

of the Treatise has two major aspects, namely the logical 

and the psychological. Throughout the Book Hvr~e: continues 

to confuse the two modes of enquiry. At the.same time, 

however~ a different pattern of enquiry arises. Hume under

takes an investigation of those major contemporary metaphys

ical concepts which had been e"olved to solve problems 

raised by the analysis of comInon-sense assumptions, beliefs 

and habits.. He e'xposes these concepts as fictions and seeks 

to give' his o1tm explanation of. common-sense beli:efs .. 

. His criticism of metaphysical concepts takes place on 

a logical level. He applies his theory of meaning to them 

and finds that they are, in fact, meaningless, and he rein

forces this conclusion by showing that they give rise to 'more 

problems than they solve .. 

The explanatory aim takes place on a psychological' 

levelo Hume tries to show that cornmon-sense bel,ief is a 

result of the operations of the human mind upon phenomenao 

Having demolished rationalistic modes of explanation, he 

substitutes his own naturalistic explanation which is a 

purely descriptive account of the workings of human psycho-
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logy .. 

The relevance to this paper of an examination of 

Hume's critical and explanatory aims stems from the fact that 

these aims are very much concerned with contemporary theories· 

of mind, the self and personal identityo Since the ancient 

and honourable not.ion of substance is closely +inked with· 

these theories and bears the brunt of much of Hume' s crit.ic-· 

ism, it is fitting 'to begin this Chapter \"lith an account of 

his attack on substanceo 

To open the attack on substance Hume invokes his first 

. principle: ttThat all our simple ideas in their first appear

ance are derivtd from simple impressions, which are.corresp

ondent to them, and ·which they exactly represent.,!t (To4) In 

other words, if a term is to be ·meaningful it must be applic

able to an idea which has been derived from an actual imp-. 

ression. Hume discovers that he has had no experience of an 

impression of substanceo He therefore declares that he has 

no idea of substance: 

I woutd fain ask those philosophers, i.'lho found so much 
of their reasonings on the distinction of substance 
and accident, and imagine ~ie have a clea]!' idea of 
each, whether the idea of substance be deriv'd from 
the impressions of sensation or ref.lexion? If it be 
convey f d to us by our senses, I ask, vv'hiG:h of them; 
and after what manner? If it be perceivtd by the 
eyes, it must be a colour; if by the ears, a seund; 
if by the palate, a taste; and so. 9f the other senses •. 
But I believe that nene "ltvill assert, that substance is 
either a colour, or sound, or a taste. The idea of 
substance must therefore be·deriv'd from an impress
ion of reflexion, if it really exist •. But the imp
ressiens ef reflexion resolve themselves into our 
passiens and emotions; none of which can possibly 
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represent a susbtanceo We have therefore no idea of 
substance, distinct from that of a co'llection of 
particular qualities, nor have we any other meaning 
when we either talk or reason concerning ito (T.15-16) 

. Hut.'lle appears to be carrying out a pie ce of psycholo

gical investigation. That is, he gives the impression that 

he has hunted aroUI?-d in his world of perceptions for an imp

ression of subs·tance, but has heen quite unable to find one. 

However, this may not be a correct interpretation of what he 

has done. The refutation of subs-cance .is, perhaps,. a logic

alone, and not a p~ychological one. 

Hume himself points out that our having an impression 

of substance· is something "li'lhich ist:ve-rY· difficult, if not 

impossible, to be conceiv Td ft
9 {T o 233),·for trhow·can an imp-

ression represent a substance, otherwise than ~Y resembling 

it? And how can an impression resemble a substamce, since, 

according to this philosophy,l it is not a substance, and 

has none of the peculiar qualities or characteristics of a 

substance?" (T0233) These statements imply that the reject~ 

ion of substance is not so much a matter of empirical invest-

igation, but is rather one of definition. 

It is clear that Hrnne is attacking an entity which 

is tknm'ln' only by a definition. He himself refers to it in 

the rrreatise as ttsomething \vhich may exist by itself" (T ~233), 

l'This philosophyt refers·to a doctrine which Hume 
has outlined on the previous page, T.2320 
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"as that in 'V'rhich qualities are supposed to i"nhere (T0222), 

as that which is the principle of union among qualities such 

that it gives the compound object thus united "a title to 

be call'd one, thing, notwithstanding its diversity and comp

ositionU (To221), t~qt which remains 'the same under'all 

variations of its qualities (T0220), and as that which is 

simple and perfectly identical (T0219 &: T.251) .. Now the most 

common feature of all definitions ,of substance, including 

those referred to here, is that it is something which is 

different from qualities, or from perceptions, because it is 

,that l-lhich is the support of, or the principle Oif union 

between qualities or perception~.. But according to the 

opening pages of the Treatise, Burne claims that we only ever 

experience perceptions, or the qualities of' objects.' It 

follows that substance cannot possibly' form an e:lement of 

our experience because it is not the 'sort of thing, which can 

be experienced o 

R 0 vI 0 Church comments that Hurne has really begged the 

question, for Uwhat is ex hypothesi 'represented,' canr,l.Ot 
I 

itself be present in its alleged representationno Lazer-

owitz points out that it is Burne the psychologist \'!ho has 

begged the questiono The psychological analysis, he says, 

is really a sham for the matter has already been settled 

1 
Rov'!a Church Brune's Theory of the Understanding, 

(London: Allen, 1935', p. 10}. 



by definition.. In other "Hords it is "logically inllpossible 

for substance to be a perception:' 
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vmen it is claimed that none o~ our senses acquaints 
us with substance, that they all ~ail to" reveal to us 
a support o~ such experienced qua~ities as shape, 
colour, and taste, what this claim has to be constr
ued as coming to is that it is logically impossible 
to perceive in any way the subject of attributeso"l 

The ~act that it is logically impossible ~or subst-

ance to ~e an impression does not necessarily mean, as 

Church seems to suggest, that Hume has not said something 

important ~or philosophyo In the previous Chapter it was 

agreed," with Price and Basson, that Hwnets first principle 

could be a useful logical toolo The ~unction for vvhich it is" 

best suited is that of a criterion o~ meaning~ulness, and it 

is .in that capacity which Hrune appears to employ it in the 

present situation~ As woe noted in Chapter I,l it is un~ort .... 

unate that Hu.rne should have chosen to clothe his philosoph

ical principles in psychological garb, for it dOes lay him 

open to the sort of charge w"hich Church makes against him~ 

Had he used his first principle as a logical principle and 

not attempted to claim that he was taking an inventory "of 

his perceptions, his case against substance vJOuld have 

gained some "strengtho However, it must "be borne in mind 

that, as vIas pointed ou·t in the previous Chapter) Hurne t s 

brand of psychology is very different from that 

Ij)Jlo Lazerowitz, 'The Structure of IVIetaphysics, 
(London: Routledge, 1932), pp. 150-40 
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which is generally practised todayo He feels justified in 

asking questions about the foundations of human ~noVJ"ledge, 

whereas the modern psychologist usually shies avlay from 

30 .. 

such.issueso Because his aims ,are different, HurneTs approach, 

too, is' different from that of the present day psychologist. 

Hume is trying ·to forge' a useful theory of meani:r1lg, ,but at "'. 

t'he same time he 'wants to show that as a matter of empirical 

fact human knowledge is limited in a certain way. 'l'hese 

aims are intimately related in the Treatise and perhaps they. 

should not be, but the.y indicate the sort of reply which Hunle 

would give to both Church and Lazerowitz o He would say that 

if it is logically impossible to experience substance ,or not 

bhe fact of the mat.ter remains that such a thing cannot be 

done because. human beings are constituted in such a way that 

they cannot experience substance~ 

Hurne, as Basson saysl, may have deluded hiplself that 

he was .s"eating a matter of empirical fact when he said that 

substance cannot be perceived. Perhaps all that Hlli~e has 

done is' to set up a framework by definitiono Ult,imately, 

hovlever, as was pointed out in the prev.ious Chapter, Burne 

c.an jus.tify his system by its utilityo He may have been 

.mistaken as to what he was in fact doing, in so fB:r as he 

appears to have confused logic and psychology, bu!t if his 

IVide supra, p. 22. 
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hybrid system works, its worth would be indisputable" 

1\1eanwhile it is understandable that philosophers like 

Church should accuse Hume of begging the question, and that 

others, such as Price and Lazerowii:.tz, and even Basson, should 

try to force him into one camp or the other" In Humefs 

time logic and psychology were subt~y intertvvined. - Were he 

'liJ-riting today he could not fail to be either a logician or 

,a psychologist.. The temper of the ,times 'Vwuld not perinita t. <c 

liaison betwixt th~ two fieldso 

H~me uses the same form of attack against the concept 

of substance as self~ The crux of the matter, once'again, 
" 

is that he cannot find an impression which answers to trad-

itiohal definitions of the self, namely on~, which is both 

simple and possessed of an uninterrupted existence: 

For my part, when I enter-most intimately into what 
I call myself, I al'IJITays stumble' on some particular 
perception or other, of heat or cold, light or shade, 
love or hatred, pain or pleasure 0 T never can catch 
myself at'any time without a' perception, and never 
can observe any thing but the perception~ .... 
[Someone els'e] may, perhaps, perceive something 
simple and continu'd which he calls himself; thoT I 
am certain there is no such principle in me. (T .. 252) 

It really is of little importance whether Burne has 

taken the trouble to search for a Tsimple and continu'd' 

impression of himself. The important point is that he cannot 

have an impression which answers to this description.. In 

spite of Hume's claim that his first principle is derived 

from empirical experience, it does seem that it is a matter 

of definition that no perception can convey the :i!dea of a 
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simple entity vlhich endures throughout the course of mental 

life: 

If any impression gives rise to the i.d,::;a of self, 
that impression must continue invariably ,the same, 
thro',~:,t,he~'"cwhQlel.cou;pse::)of our lives; since self is 
supposfd to exist after that mannero But there is, 
no impression constant and invariable. (T .. 25l) 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • * • • • • • • • • • • • • 

Our eyes ,cannot turn in their sockets without vary~ 
ing our perceptionso Our thought is still more 
variable than our sight; and all our other senses 

'and faculties contribute to this change; nor is there' 
any single power of the soul, which remains unalt
erably the same, perhaps for one moment. The mind 
is a ,kind of theatre, wtere several perceptions' 
successively make their appearance; pass, re-pass J 
glide away, and mingle in an infinite variety of 
postures and situations.. There is properly no 
simplicity in it at one time, nor ident~ty in diff
erent; whatever natural propensity we may have to 
imagine that simplicity and identity. (T o,252-3}-

Having disposed of substance by means of his first, 

principle, Hume sets out to show that the concept is really 

unnecessary.. His arg~~ent rests on two premiseso The first 

of these is as follows: tf\i'ihatever is clearly cOIilcei v' d may 

exist; and 1I>lhatever is clear'ly conceiv'd after any man'ner, 

,may exist after the same manner.u (T.233) In other words» 

if "(."I)'e can form .9.,:, clear idea of a horse, then there is no 

reason why just such a hors.e should not existo 

The second premise asserts that:: ttEvery thing, 

which is different, is distinguishable, and every thing 

which is distinguishable, is se,parable by the imaginationo tt 

(To233Y This premise follows from what he has said earlier 

about the imagination" The second major principle of the 

Treatise concerns t!the liberty of the imagination to trans-
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-pose and change its ideas n .. (T 010) '~:~Te are able to do this 

because the imagination has the ability to detect that imp-

ressions are not inseparable" If impressions are not insep

arable, then it follows from the first principle that ideas 

are likewise not inseparable: 

Nor will ,this liberty of the fancy appear strange, 
when we consider, that all,_;our ideas are copy" d from 
our impressions, and that there are not any two 
impressions which are perfectly inseparable. Not to 
mention, that this is an evident consequence ,of the 
division of ideas into simple and complex... Where-

,ever the imagination perceives,a difference amon~ 
ideas, it can easily produce a separationo (T.IO) 

, ' 

Burne, as vie have seen, gives a rather confused account 

of simple ideas$ He does not make it clear whether' complex 

perceptions can be analysed logically or psychologically, 

and whether the results of any analysis of "the complex is a 

'logical entity or a pe::::'ceptually discrete imageo However, 

with regard to Hume's claim for the imagination, we can say 

,in his defence that vie can reconstruct ideas in the way he 

describes. 'Goats can be given lion heads, and IvIedusas can 

be crowned with vipers .. 

The difficulties which arise from the simple-complex 

division of ideas is avoided by the comment he makes on the 

separability of impre'ssions. He could say that chimaera can 

be constructed only if their elements have been given as 

simple impressionsQ ,This would mean that complex ideas would 

not have to be analysed into simple images which can exist 

separately. That is, the imagination would have the' liberty 



.to'separate and transpose only those ideas which are copies 

of impressions which 'i"lere given separatelyo 

The conclusion which Hume draws from the conjunction 

of his two premises, that perceptions are, distinguishable 

from one another; and that anything 'may exist in the manner 

in which we conceive it, is as follows: 

Since all our perceptions are different:,,:from each 
other, and from everything else in the universe, 
they are also distinct and separable" and may be 
considerTd as separately existent> and may exist 
separately, and have no 'need of any thing else ,to 
support their existence.. lJ'hey are, therfore 1 

substances, as far as this'definition explains a 
substance .. (T.,233)' . 

, By this Hume is not to be understood as advocating a 

doctrine of substanceo His argument is designed to show that 

the cpncept of substance as something which exists separately 

~nd has no need of. anythin'g else to support its existence is 

otiose because perceptions themselves can fill this partic

ular'bill .. 

In the same way he can show that substan~e as the 

support of qualities is alsQ unnecessary::" ftEvery quality 

b~ing a distinct ~hing from another, may be conceivtd to 

exist ~part, and may exist apart, not only from ev.ery qther 

quality, but from that unintelligible chimaera of a subst-

So far Hurne 'has shown that, within the limits of his 

own philosophy, substance is both l.mintelligible and unnec-

essary" However, he also produces arguments to shOl"l that the 



~oncept,.ev~n if'adopted, can give rise to more p~oblems than' 

it solves., To this end he cites the arguments of. the immat-

erialists against those who claim that mind is compqsed of 

material substance. Then he promptly turns the tables on the 

immaterialists and uses their own arguments against themo 

Those who claim that mind is immaterial substance 

argue 'against the materialists that if. thoughts existed in 

material substance, they would have to exist in some part of 

.it, and be of specific dimensions... But no-one "V'loUld hold 

that thoughts exist to the right or to the left of one another, 

or that feelings could be tta yard in length, a foot in breadth, 

and an inch in thicknessn~ (T0234) Therefore, or so the 

:immaterial~sts argue, mind is i~llaterial, non-extended subst-

ance. 

Hume agrees with the immaterialist attack on materi.al 

substance, but disagrees with the conclusion \'lhich. they draw 

from it: nThis argument [of the immaterialists] affects not 

the question concerning the substance of the soul, but only 

that concerning its local conjunction with matter.l>tt (T0235) 

Hume believes that the immaterialists have made am important 

observation with regard to the nature of thought and its con-

junction with matter.. Some thoughts are unextended; and it 

would be patently absurd to attempt to locate them in an 

extended material substance~ But, Hume points out, one cannot 

conclude anything concerning the nature of substance from this 

argument, for there are both extended and non-extended 
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per.ce pt ions. 

There m'ust be extended perceptions because: ttThe 

first notion of space and extension is derivTd sOilely from 

the senses of sight and feeling; nor is there any thL"lg but 

wh$.t is colour t'd or tangible, that has parts dispos'd after 

such a manner, as to convey that ideac" (To235) 

Burne argues that the impressions of sight and touch 

must be extended, because it is from these alone that the idea 

of extension can be derived: 11To' cut short all disputes, the 

very idea of extension is copytd from nothing but, an impress- , 

ion, and consequently must :perfectly agree to it ,,, To say 

the idea of extension agrees to any thing, is to say it is 

Hurne then proceeds to hoist the irmnateria~ists by their, 

own petard Q They have sho~vn that non-extended qualities 

cannot inhere in extended 8ubstanceo But, as Burne points out, 

there must be extended perceptions" It follows that extended' 

thoughts must be incompatible with a simple, non-extended 

immaterial substance: 

The free-thinker may now triUmph iI?- his turn; and, 
having found there are impressions and ideas really' 
extended, may ,ask his antagonists, how they can 
incorporate a simple and indivisible subject with an 
extended perception? Q •• Is the indivisible subject, 
or i~~aterial substance, if you will) on the left or 
on the right hand of the perception? Is it in this 
particular part; or in that other? Is it in every 
part without being extended? Or is it entire in any 
one part without deserting the rest? 'Tis imposs
ible to give any answar to these questions, but what 
will both be absurd in itself, and vlill account :for 
the union of our indivisible perceptions with an 
extended substance 0 ('1\,240.) 
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In the same viay Hume revals the superfluiJcy of the 

de ba te be tvleen the upholders of Spino'Za t 3 simpl e , universal 

substance, a.nd the a dvocates of the doctrine of a simple :;.;oulo 

Extended perceptions, argues Hurne, must be capable of divis-

ion. It follows that divisible perceptions can inhere neither 

in an indivisible universal substance, nor in an indivisible 

soulo 

So f a r in this Chapter \iv'e have examined only Hu.;ne' s 

application of his first principle to the doctrine · of sub-

stance, toge ther with other s e condary attacks on that doct-

rine o Hwne's attacks are not limited to metaphysical doct-

rines alone, howevero The first principle, coupled with 

Hurne t S underlying dogma concerning the nature of experience, 

- is capable of as forceful an indictment of CO E'lIYlOD-Sense 

belief o 

The best expression of Eurne's dogma occurs in Book I) 

Part 11, Section 6. There he makes it quite clear that he is 

not prepared to admit that there can be experience of anythirig 

but perceptions: 

Now since nothing is ever present to the mind but 
perceptions, and since all ideas are deriv'd from 
some thing antecedently pre s ent to the mind; it 
follo ws, that 'tis impossible for us so much as to 
conceive or form an idea of any thing specifically 
different from ideas and impressions~ Let us fix 
our attention out of ourselves as much as possible: 
Let us chace our i magination to the heavens, or to 
the utmo s t limit s of the universe; V'fe ca n never 
r eally advance a s t ep beyond ourselves ~ nor can con
ce ive any kind of exi stence , but those perceptions, 
\'ihich ha-.,re appeal 'el in tho t narrO'd compD SS. This i s 



the universe of the imagina~lon, nor have we any 
idea but what is there produc'd. (T06$) 

We have seen how this dogma, in effect) defines sub-

stance out of the realm ·of intelligible concepts. Substan.ce 

is not numbered amongst the universe of perceptions ~ there~,i 

fore it is not a meaningful concept.. However, as Hurne is not 

loth to pOint out, anything which does not answer to a .percep

tion is to be excluded from meaningful discourseo Since the 

. external world cannot possibly present itself as a perception, 

it·, too, must suffer the same fate as the concept of substance: 

"That our senses offer not their impressions as images of 

something distinc_t, or independent, and external is evident; 

because they convey to us nothing but a single perception, 

and never give us the least intimation of any thing beyondo n 

(T 9189) 

We all of. us, vlhether of a metaphysical bent or not, 

believe in the· existence of an external world vvhich is 

peopled with material objects. Hume, by limiting our exper

ience to perceptions, dispels any empirical basis we might 

have had for believing in ·such a worldo We never experience 

both a perception and the external object which it supposed 

to represent.. We only ever experience the former, and, con~ 

sequently, must cease to claim acquaintance with the latter. 

Hurhe's iconoclasI.!1, when it is extended to cherished 

beliefs of com,:.rnon-sense, has profound epistemological and 

ontological consequences. Wnat he has done, in fact, is to 

remove the grounds we have hitherto had for distinguishing 
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between objects which exist, and the apparitions which are 

the results of illusions; dreams and hallucinationso Normally 

we would test the veracity of our perceptions by appealing to 

the things of '\-'Thich they are perceptions., For example, we 

may be deceived into thinking that there is a black cat'upon 

the carpet.. On closer inspection this turns out to ·be a 

bowler hat 0 Upon discovering that what we had thought t'IJas a 

black cat is) in fact, a bOv'1ler hat, we conclude that 'i(ve have 

suffered ·a delusiono We have submitted our judgement to 

empirical verification - that is, we have investigated t4e 

material world more closely to ascertain if our former opinion 

as to what was on the mat was correct. 

NOvJ Hurne, of course, cannot verify his experience in 

this way, for he denies that any appeal can be made to the 
. . 

external worldo It follows that his perceptions must be 

incorrigible, for since there is nothing present to his exper

ience but perceptions, he can never be mistaken in what he 

perceives: 

Every impression, external and internal, passions, 
affections, sensations, pains and pleasures, are 
originally on the same footi,ng; and 0 ..... whatever 
other differences we may ob~erve among them, they 
appear, all of them, in the~r true colours, as 
impressions or perceptions. And indeed, if we con
sider the matter aright, 'tis scarce possible it 
shou'd be otherwise, nor is it conceivable that our 
senses shoufd be more capable of deceiving us in the 
situation and relations, than in the nature of our : 
impressions. For since all actions and sensations 
of the mind are known to us by consciousness, they 
must necessarily appear in every particular what they 
are, and be what they appearo Every thing that enters 
the mind, being in reality as the perception, 'tis 
impossible that any thing should to feeling app'ear 
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, different. This vvere to suppose, that even where we 
are most intimately conscious, \IIie might be mistaken. 

(T.190) 

It follo\<lJS from this and from vrhat he has said con-

cerning the unknowability of the' external world thatpercep

tions are the only things of Hhich we can be certain that they 

existo Indeedj/ t1?-e very concept of existence is deri"M~d .from 

perceptions, themselves: ttThere is no 'impression nor idea of 

any kind, of which we have any consciousness or memory; that 

is not conceiv'd as existent; and 'tis evident, that. from 

this consciousness the most perfect idea and assurance of 

being is derivvd. tt (T066) 

It is inconceivable, as far as Burne is ,concerned" that 

t·he concept of existence should, be applied,:t:Q, an,:,ext,eimal:::..w.ot;ld, 

for existence is inseparable from perceptions. His,reasoning 

here is that, since existence is not derived, from any percep-

tion in particular, it must derive from all of them equallyo 

But: uSo far from there being any distinct impression, atten-

ding every ~mpression and every idea, that I do not think that 

there are any tvfO distinct impressions which are inseparably 

conjoin'd"fT (T066) That is, no impression is ever found to 

accompany another invariably, therefore existence is not a 

separate impression. Neither can it be distinguished by a 

distinction ofre~son, for: "That kind of distinction is 

founded on the different resemblances, which the same simple 

idea may have to several different ideaso But no object can 

be presented resembling some object with respect to its 'exist-
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ence, anq. different from others in the same partictil.ar; 

since every object, that is presented, must necessarily be 

If it is the case that the only existent:;s of which we 

have any knm"iledge are perceptions 1 why do we so persistently 
. world.. 

adhere to beliefs in the external! and to beliefs· in' enti.ties 

. such as substance? It is clear to Burne that there is some 

process at work which extrapolates beyond empirical exper~. 

iEmce! 

A single perception,' can never produce the idea of a 
double existence, but by some inference either of 
the reason or imag,ina tion.. When the mind looks 
farther than what imm.ediately appears to it, its 
conclusions can never be. put to the account of the 
senses; and it certainly looks farther,.when from 
a .?ingle perception it infers a double exist,ence, 
and supposes the relations of resemblance and caus-
ation betwixt them .. (Tfl189) . . 

. Burne t s anS\iller to the above question introduc:es us to 

the explanatory phase of Book Ie> The inference to the exter

nal world, and, for that matter, to substance,. the self and 

personal identity, is the result of a certain propensity 

manifested by the imaginationo ·According to Hurne the imag

ination possesses the ability to .unite perceptions in respect 

of certain characteristics 0 'When a strong enough bond has 

been established, a belief in something quite other than 

perceptions themselves,. such as external bodies,. or even 

substances, is produced c 

The explanation Hurne offers for our beliefs in the 

eX;lstence of things which are different from the perceptions 
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themselves is profoundly psychological in 

of paramount importance to the present paper 

means of it that Hume demonstrates how it is 

have a belief in our O~TI personal identityo 

by the imagination in the production of our 
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er., It ·is 

it is by 

we' come to 

part p~ayed 

.of personal 

identity wil·l receive a close examination in the following 

Chapter.. Here we will merely introduce Hume IS n w doctrine,. 

at the same time examining the part it plays in he product-

ion of our beliefs in the external world and in ubstance·. 

Hume c.ontends that what distinguishes ti luso~yt 

experiences from what we regard as manifestation of a stable, 

external world are the coherence and constancy 0 the latter .. ' 

(T.195-6) ~'\lyverns rarely appear, if at all, vJhi e horses 

make fa;i.rly regular appearances o· vVhen horses ap ear they are 

all remarkably alike, preserving constant config ration and 

differing but little from perception to percepti n., , vv'hen a 

series of impressions of a particular object is bserved to 

be constant, that is, changing but little from ill 

moment, and coherent, that is, exhibiting only t ose changes 

which would normally be associated with t~at obj ct., then the, 

mind seizes on the uniformity which the series d splays; 

unites all the perceptions in one body, and acco ds it an 

existence external to the',mind o (To194 .... S) 

Hume reasons that this process cannot be in the least 

sophisticated because ttchildren, peasants, and t e greatest 
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part of mankind are induc'd to attribute objects to some 

impressions, and deny them to otherstt. (ToI93) rrhe process, 

therefore, cannot be a matter of conscious reasoning, but it 

must be due, instead, to some universal tendency or instinct 

of the human mind. The faculty which Hume believes. is respon-

sible. is, as we have seen, the imagination: tfOur :reason 

neither does, nor is it possible it ever shouTd, upon any 

supposition,. give us an assurance .of the cont"inutd and dist-' 

inct existence of bodyo That opinion must be entirely owing 

to the II,1AGINATION o tt (ToI93) 

The imagination unites certain perceptions in respect 

of thetir coherence and constancy and thus produces a belief 

in an external object which those perceptions are supposed to 

resemble. This belief is characterised by the vivacity of 

the perceptions so united, and it is this vivacity iN-hich 

provides the criterion by which we distinguish ,fr¢al t objects 

from the things encountered .in dreams, states of delirium, 

illusions and novels. 

Stric·tly speaking Hume" s doctrine of natural belief 

is not intended to explain the origin of the concept. of 

substance. Substance is a sophisticated invention and is 

not common to the majority of mankind" However it will be 

seen later that the belief in substance stems from the 

activity of the imagination in the same "'.'fay as does the 

belief in the external world. 

Vivacity adds nothing to an impression or to 'an idea, 
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.just as brightening the colours does not otherwise alter a 

painting: 

A particular shade of any colour may acquire a new 
degree' of liveliness or brightness without any 
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other variation. But when you produce any othe~ 
'variat"ion, 'tis no longer the same shade or colouro 
So that as belief does nothing but vary the manner~ 
in which we conceive an object, it can only bestow 
on our ideas an additional force and vivaci.ty. (T.96) 

'Force' or fvivacity' causes us to assent to the 

existence of an object: trAn idea assented to feels~ different 

from a fictitious 'idea, that the fancy alone presents to us: 

'And this different feeling I enq,eavo'Llr to explain by calling 

it a superior force, or vivacity, or solidity, or firmness, 

or steadine~sett (To629) 

That Hume uses so many terms here in -an attempt to 

describe adequately what he means by belief is an eloquent 

testimonial to the shortcomings of the psychological aspects 

of his ~\lorko . His present account lacks the crispness and 

. deftness of his excision of substance by means of the first 

principle.. Men.tal.phenomena, unlike clear-cut logi.cal defin

itions, are notoriously difficult to pin do~~) as Hume him~ 

self admits in the following passage: 

I confess, that 'tis impossible to explain perfectly 
this feeling or manner of conceptionQ We may make 
use of Hords, that express something near it. But 
its true and proper name is belief, which is a term 
that every one sufficiently understands in common 

. life" And in philosophy we can go no farther, than 
assert, that it is something felt by the mind, 'which 
distinguishes the ideas of the judgement from the 
fictions of the imagination. It gives them more 
force and influence; makes them appear of greater 
importance; infixes them in the mind; and renders 
them the governing principles of all our actionso 

. {To629} 
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In spite of hisdifficul.ties, Hume is convinced 

that he is on the right track, and that everyone is aware of 

what it is he is trying to say. He hims'elf feels that the 

difficulty lies with the subject matter and not with his ovm 

theory, and he throws down the gauntlet ·to other philosophers 

challenging them'to give a more satisfactory account of the 

situation than he has done: 

Thus upon a more general view of the'subject, there 
appear to be two questions of importance, which we 
may venture to recommend to the consideration of 
philosophers, Whether there be any thing to dist .... 
ingui,sh belief from the simple conception beside 
the feeling or sentiment? And;v.Thether th~s feeling 
be an thin~ but a firmer conce tion or a faster 
hold, that we take of the object? T. 27 

Belief in an external \flOrId' arl.ses from the 1L71ity 
, 

sup'plied by the imagination in respect of the coherence and 

constancy manifested by perceptions. Hrune contends that the 

concept of substance is invented i~lhen discerning philosophers 

detect that the unity supplied by the imagination is really 

a diversity of perceptions: 

By this IDRans there arises a kind of contrariety in 
our method of thinking, from the different points of 
view, in which we survey the' object, and from the 
nearness or remoteness of those instants of time, 
which -ry,ie compare tmgether 0 When we gradually: follow 

·an object in its successive changes, the smooth 
progress of the thought makes us ascribe an identity 
to the succession; because 'tis by a similar act of 
the mind we consider an unchangeable object. \1Jhen ir'lfe 
compare its situation after a considerable change the 
progress of the thought 'is broke; and consequently . 
we are presented'with the idea of diversity. (T.220) 



The philosopher is confronted with a paradox: the 

object to vvhich he attributes a unity, is also a pluralityI'. 

To resolve this paradox he fabricat·es an unkno,",m something· 

which underlies all change and preserves the unity of objects 

through· change: uIn order to reconcile which contradictions 

the imagination is apt to feign something unkown.and invis

'ible, which it supposes to continue the same under all these· 

variations; and this unintelligible something it. calls a 

substance, or original. and first matter .. tt (1'1"220) 

The concept of the simplicity of substance arises in 

the same way_ rhe tendency to regard an object as a collect

ion of qualit·ies ,. such as colour ,taste arid texture, runs 

counter' to the primary urge to call it one object~ This 

trobliges the imagination to feign an unknown· something, or 

original substance and matter, as a principle of 'union or 

cohesion among these qualities, and as what may give the com-

pound object a title to be called one thing, not"IJvithstanding 

its diversity and compos{ti6nu • (T p 221) 

This completes the programme of the present Chapter .. 

Here we have discussed the way in t'lhich Brune undermines 
. . 

. metaphysical, and even common-sense belfefs, by a vigorous 

application. of the first principle.. 1fuatever status Burne 

accorded this principle it certalrily seems as though he 

believes that it is more universal than he would be prepared 

to admit" Reid heralded it as a 'tprinciple of Inquisition', 

but he neglected to add that the prisoner is always found 
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,guilty before he reaches the dock., If, as H\L'lle says, his 

first principle 'is empirical in origin, one would expect him 

to utilise it with more care", Holt'Jever, this is rea.lly no 

fair criticism of Burne or even a worth';'lhile criticismo At 

worst he could be g1.lilty only of dissimulation.. jJIore to the 

point, as' "'Tas suggested in the previous Chapter, is,' the 

utility of his theoryo In this paper we shall examine the 

utility of his theories only 'Tivithin the context of his phil- , 

osophical' works., This is a limited aim but it will serve as 

a:use.ful assessment of the' internal co~sistency of }h.lJ.lle t s 

system, if such it can be called. 

Hurne f S mode of explanation of the origin of' certain 

comrrron-sense"beliefs and metaphysical doct:;:-ines have been 

introduced in this Chaptero In what follows we shall examine 

the way 'ih which Hume utilises this mode of explanation to 

evolve his theory of personal identity", It is hoped that the 

<:lebt this theory owes to the first principle and Hurne's 

psychological bias will become clear in the following ChapterQ 
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CHAPTER" III 

HillvIE f S THEORY OF PERSONAL IDENTITY 

Hume's analysis of identity is intricate, but it,can 

be conveniently div.ided into three broad areas of enquiry. 

In the first place he seeks to show that we have no idea of 

identi ty in the strict sense, of the termo Secondly) by 

analysing the circumstances in 'which we apply the term, he' 

shows that we need not look for an underlying unity or iden

"tity in change 0 Finally, he describes the principles .whereby 

the imagination is enabled to bind our successive perceptions 

to produce our belief in identity, and consequently our belief 

in personal identityo 

We have already seen that Hume attacks the concept,of 

a simple, identic?l self by means of the first principle and 

by demonstrating that the concept breeds more difficulties 

than it was designed to solve. The first principle states 

that all simple ideas are the copies of simple impress.ions 

, which have preceded theme There is no impression of a simple, 

identical self, therefore there is ,no idea of such a self. 

All our experience, however~ is of perceptions alone, and 

t.his means that the idea of self is derived 'solely from perc-

eptions in some wayo Hurne decides, that the \\I'hole fund of 

perceptions collectively constitute the self, and emphasises 
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that such a collection can never manifest simplicity or 

identity: 

But setting aside metaphysicians of this kind, I may 
venture tp aff:i:.rmJof the rest of mankind, ' that they 
are nothing but a bundle or collection of different 
perceptions, which succeed each other with an , 
iriconcei vable rapidity, .and are in perpetual flux, 
and movement. (T.252) 

Since, the 'bundle' is ever changing, it fails to present 

us vlith an identity: "There is properly no sim.plicity in it 

at one time, nor identity in diffe]:'ent. ft (To253) 

As for the usefulness of such a concept as that of a 

simple; identical self, Hume has, already pointed out (T ... 234-

240) that ~ome perceptions are extended, such as those of 

sight and touch. It is therefore inconceivable to him that 

such percept,io'ns can exist in a simple, indivisible self. 

Identity, in the opening pages of Book I"is deemed 

to be a relation. Hurne attaches two senses to the' term 

'relation t : 

Either for that quality, by which two ideas are conn
ected together in the imagination, and the onenatur
ally introduces the other, after the manner above; 
explained; or for that particular circumstance, in, 
"Thich, even upon the arbitrary union of two ideas in 
the fancy, we may think proper to compare themo {To13} 

The first of these two sorts of relation HU¢e calls 

'natural relations'. These are the ttprinciples o.f union or 

cohesion among our simple ideasu (Tol2), nand we may establish 

[it) for a general rule, that whenever the mind constantly and 

uniformly makes a transition without any reason, it is influ

enc'd by these relations". (To92) No conscious determination 
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is made of the corresponding qualities of the perceptions to 

be united: 

We are to.regard [the uniting principles among ideas} 
as a gentle force, which commonly prevails, and is 
the cause why,. among other things, languages so 
nearly correspond to each other; nature in a manner 
pointing out to everyone those simple ideas 'which 
are most proper to be united into a complex one. 

. -(TolO-ll) 

it connexion or association I:~:' 2c:::cciation can be made 

between certain simple i"deas, and this connexion is the res~ 

ult of the imagination passing smoothly from one simple idea 

to another with no conscious prompting. 
. . 

There are three relations only whereby ideas. can be 

united by the imagination:. uThe qualities, from which this 

association arises, and by which the mind is after this 

manner conveytd from one idea to another, are three, ·viz .. 

RESElviBLANCE, CONTIGUI'l'Y in time or place, and CAUSE and 

EFFECT co tr (T 011) 

The second species 'of relation Hume calls tphiloso

phical relations': tTfTis only in philosophy, that we extend 

[the meaning of the term 'relation'1 to mean any particular 

subject of comparison, without a connecting principle." (T~13-

ll~) Simple ideas are united in respect of the three natural 

relations ~ '1~he philosophical relations, of which there are 

seven, afford only standards of comparison betvdxt ideas, ;_ 

and in no way unite them. 

In the early sections of Book I identity is referred 

to as a philosophical relation, and is defined in the foll-
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owing terms:-

This' relation I here consider as applyTd in its 
strictest sense to constant and unchangeable objects; 
without examining the nature and foundation of pers .... 
onal identity, which shall find its place afterwards. ' 
Of all relations the most universal is that of iden
tity, being common to every being, whose existence 
has any duration. (T.14) . 

Even before examining personal identity, Hume decides 

that there really is no such relation as identity as he has 

defined it. 'From what, he asks, could the idea of identity 

arise? The contemplation of one objectl gives rise only to 

the idea of unity: 

v'7e may observe that the vieioIJ of anyone object is not 
sufficient to convey the idea of identity. For in 
that proposition, an object is the same with itself, 

IThroughout Book I Hurne frequently refers to 'objects! 
in spite of, his denial that we can speak meaningfully of the 
external world. However, he often equates 'object' with 
~perception', albeit tacitly. Later in this present section 
he acknowledges the interchangeability of the terms for the :.' 
use of this section; he is not always so care'ful: urn order, 
therefore, to accomodate myself to their [i.eo ordinary peop-

,lets] notions, I shall at first suppose; that, there is',only a 
single existence, which I shall call 'indifferently object or 
perceptiorl;,~ according as it shall seem best to suit ~y pur
pose, understanding by both of them what any comrnon man means 
by a hat, or shoe, or stone, or any other impression con
veytd to him by his senses." (T0202) 
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if the idea expressed by the word, object, were no 
ways distinguish'd from that meant by itself; we 
really shou t d mean nothing, nor vrou f d "the proposition 
contain a predicate and a subject, which hovvever are 
imply'd in this affirmation 0 One single object 
conveys the idea of unity, and not that of"identityo 

('l' .200) " 

Alternatively, if we choose to regard an object throu-

ghout its successive states of change, we are 'presented with" 

the idea of diversity, or of number: 

A multiplicity of objects can never convey this idea" 
hOv.Tever resembling they may be suppos tdo The mind: , 
ahIJays pronounces the one not to be the other, and 
considers. them as forming two, three, or any'deter
minate number of objects, whose existences are ent
irely distinct and independent.' (T.200) 

In short the relation of identity as first defined) 

. on page 14, of the Treatise, is not applicable to objects of 
, 

our experience. It is, in Humean terminology, a 'fictitious' 

idea which has arisen as 'a result of the, operations of the 

imagina tion 0, 

The ,1 fli:ctio.n t of identity arises in the following way" 

wnen we consider an object at two different points in time, 

we can do so in either of two ways. VIe can consider both 

states of the object as co-existing at the same time. This 

gives rise'to the idea of number, ,for the object ttmust be 

multiply'd, in order to be conceiv'd at once, as existent in 

two diff.erent points of timeno (T0201) 

Alternatively "ve can consider the object as conceived 

at the first moment as existing in the second moment, ltwithout 

any variation or interruption in the objectlto (T0201) This 
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gives rise to the idea of unit yo 

By both of these means we can arrive at an idea 

which is something' betvleen number and unity, and this Burne 

calls 'identity': 

Here then is an idea, which is a ·medium: betwixt ,~uil.i:tyr 
and<number:; ;or more properly speaking, is either of 
them, according to the view, in which we take it: And 
this idea we call that of identity. VIe cannot,. in any 
propriety of speech, say, that ?n object is the same 
~lith itself, unless we mean, that the object existent 
at one time is the same with itself existent at 

.anothero (T.201) 

There is, then, in a manner of speaking, an idea of . 

identity 'which answers to the definition on page 14, but it. 

is· merely· a product of the imagination and is not an actual 

relation which holds between objects: 

Thus the ·principle. of individuation is nothing but 
the Jnvpriableness and uninterruptedness of any 
object, thro' asupposTd variation of time, by which 
the mind can trace it in the different periods of its 
existence, without any break of the view, and with
out being obligtd to form the idea ·of mUltiplicity 
or number. (T.201) 

This account depends to some extent on Hurne's radic-

ally empiricist treatment of timeo Our idea of time is deri-

ved from a succession of objects r and cannot, strictly speak

ing, be applied to a single, unchanging objecto . It can' only 
. , 

be so applied if, as we have seen, the imagination fabricates 

a fictitious situation whereby an object can be conceived .in 

multiples' at one instant, or as a unity which has duration: 

HIdeas always represent the objects. or impressions from which 

they are deriv'd, and can never without a fiction represent 

or be applyfd to any othero n (T037) 
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Unfortunately, Brunets treatment of ti~e, because of 

its radically empiricist nature, is controversial, and may 

not even be adequate 'livithin the context of the Treatise .. 

Kemp-Smith, for example~ believes that: tfHumeTs positive 

teaching, that' space and time consist of physical points is, 

I think we' must agree, one of the least satisfactory parts of' 
- 1 

his philosophy, as he himself later seems to have recognised. tt 

However; his treatment of time 121ays little par~ in 

Hurne t s treatment of pers'onal identity 0 So, too, . does his . . , \-

theory-of re'lations, vlhich itself gives rise to monumental 

difficulties. For example, the subject of Section 2 of Part 

III is'an attempt to d~vine the mode of apprehension of 

instances-of-the relation of identity. In that section Bume 

holds that it an object.of perception, as opposed to intui

tion (T070), demonstration (T.70), and reason (T.73): 

Irmen both-the objects are pr:esent to the senses along 
with the relation, we call this perception rather 
than reasoning; nor is there in this case any exer
cise of the thought) or any 'action, properly speak- . 
ing, but a mere passive admission of the impressions 
thro ~ the organs of sensation.. (T 073 ) 

Later, In Part IV, Section 2 of Book I, Hume is at 

great pains to show that identity is not a relation which act

ually holds between objects. It is a construction of the 

imagination, and as such cannot· be said to be admitted nthro T 

IKemp-Smith, op. cit., po 287. 
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the organs of sensationtto' Kemp-Smith is surely right when 

he says that Burne, in Part I~, retracts his previous assert-

ions on identity: t1This is Hume's virtual recantation of' 

his first, casual treatment of identity in 1,i,5 and l,iii,l, 

where it is regarded as a genuine, non-fictitious special 

type of relation .. n1 

lrVhatever construction is put upon Burne's treatment 

of identity, it will, perhaps" be 'seen that it does not affe

ct his trea:tinent 0)' ,personai identity in Book I, Part IV, 

Section 6~ There 'his main concern is to show that judgements 

of personal identity are judgements of specific identity, 

and not judgements of nQ~erical, identityo It is n~nerical 

identity which is defined in Part 1, Section 5, "'There it is 

stated that identity applies to unchanging objectso To 

fulfil' the conditions for numerical identity an .object which 

is perceived at dj,fferent points of,time, or in successive 

states of change, must be perceived'to be one and the same 

object.. Specific identity is merely resemblance- that 

relation which holds betv.Jeen objects in respect of certain 

similarities vlhich they bear to one another 0 11his latter 

type ,of identity, unlike/numerical identity, does not require 

the existence of a single, uniterrupted object v.rhich persists 

through, or underlies, ch<:mge. lNnatever place identity has 
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in the Treatise, whether it depends on an inadequate anal-
I' 

ysie of tim~, or on an intonsistent theory of relatio~s, 
, ! 

Hu.me is still free to analyse the conditions of specijfic 
• I 

identity to show that there is no need to postulate ah 
• I . 

.enduring 'something' which connects all our perceptlonso 
I 

The fictional'status of the idea of identity ~s 
! 

stressed in the crucial Section 6 of Part IV, which i$ deva;;. 
I 

I 

ted to tne treatment of personal identity •. HW11e fS ce~tral 
. I . 

thesis is that we are mistaken when we attribute idanfity to 
• I 

a succession of different objects, and ~hat such a mi~take 

arises from our confounding of specific' ~vith numerica~ iden-
.' ·1 .' 

,tity" As the following passage shovvs, Hu.rne allows thjt v-Ie 

have an idea of numerical identlty:~ which he ha:s defiped as: 
I 

ftThe ~nvariableness and tminterruptedness of any objebt thro~ 

a,: .suPPosT.~·)¥ariati6n'~of,·t:i:me·~.!1 i(':C'.2QI):LU.:) But 

that this idea c-annot properly be applied t,o a 

, 
I 

he instists 
I 

I. f 
succeS~31on 0 

different objects, however closely related those obje~ts may 
I 

be: 
! 

\Ile have a distirtct idea of an object,. that re~ains . 
invariable and uninterrupted throt a suppostdl~varia
tion of time; and this idea vie call that of i¢lentity 
or sameness. We have also a distinct idea of! sever
al different objects existing in succession, ~nd 
connected together by a close relation; and t~isto 
an accurate view affords as perfect.a notion bf 
diversity, as· if there v.ias no manner of relat~on . 
among the objacts!) But thot these two.ideas pf iden..:. 
tity, and a succession of related objects be in them
selves perfectly distinct, and even contrary,lyet 
'tis certain, that in our common way of think1.ng they 
are generally confounded with each,othero (T.¥53) . 
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Of course, if Hume's assertion, that there is,: in 

reality, no numerical identity, rests neither on his tJheory 

of time nor on his theory of relations, then it must De 

assumed that his grounds for this assertion are yet another 
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. Jl 
example of the dogmatism of which Basson accuses him.: G.nce 

. . 
again it does appear that Hurne .has so ordered his conception 

I 

of reality that there is no place in it for the relation of 
i 

numerical identityo In Chapter II above we saw that J[ume ~s 

attack on substance.by means of the first principle was like 

this.. Substance cannot be found amongst our perceptiqms 

because it is not the sort of thing which could be, fomnd 

there~ Likewise he appears to be saying here that petceptions 

cannot represent unchanging objects for they 'are them~elves 

perpetually, changingo In short, we can never experience. 

numerical identity because Hu.1l1e describes perceptions: in such 

a way that they can never be n~1l1erically identical. 

A close examination, of the Section on personal ident~ 

ity, howev~r, will show that this interpretation is not 

wholly fair to Humec In that Section he demonstrates I how, 

on his theory of the association of ideas, it is poss~ble to 

confuse the relations of specific and numerical ident~ty; and 

he then proceeds to offer a further analysis of instances in 

which 'lrIe attribute numerical identity to objects in 'order:·to'J 

IVide'supra pG 22 and po 300 



show that we do cornmonly confuse these relati.ons, and that 

we are not in the le.ast justified in ever attributing nu..'Uer-

ical identity in any situation. 

Hurne maintains that the faculty which is responsible 

for the confu.sion between these t"VITO ideas of identity is the 

imagination.. The 'smooth passage·;' of the mind between 

closely related, but different, objects is closely akin to· 

the contemplation of an· uninterrupted object: 

That action of the imagination, by \vhich iilTe consider 
the uninterrupted and invariable object, and that by 
1tlhich we reflect on the su·ccession of related objects, 
ar~ almost the same to the feeling, nor is there.much 
more effort of thought requirtd in the latter case· 
than in the former.. The relation facilitates the 
transition of the mind f.rom one object to another, 
and renders its passage as smooth as if it ~ontem~ 
plated one continutd object.. This resemblance is the 
cause of the confusion and mistake,· and makes us 
substitute the notion of identity, instead of that 
of related objects., (T0254-5) 

This transition of the mind, as we have already noted 

above, i~ a natural propensity, and occasionally we are 

aware of the mistake to which it gives rise.. So strong, how

ever, is the tendency to regard the.related objects ~s one, 

that: tn;\/e cannot long sustain our philosophy, or take off 

this biass from the imaginationo t1 (T .. 254) In the end \tile 

yield :to our 'biass! and pronounce the objects identicalo 

Nevertheless, we are often aware, at the same time, that our 

acquiescence to our imagination gives rise to a paradox, for 

the many cannot be a unity., To solve the paradox) we invent 

various devices to preserve the unity in the face of divers-

ity: 
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In order to justify to ourselves this absurdity, we 
often feign some new and lli!intelligible principle, 
that connects the objects together, and prevents 
their interruption or variation. Thus we feign the 
continutd existence of the perceptions of our sell-
ses, to remove the interrup~ion; and run ihto the 
notion of a soul, and self, and substance, to dis
guise the variationo (To254) . . 

Still, others are traptto imagine something unknown 

and mysterious, connecting the parts ,: beside their relation;~V 

. (T 0254) Those who are not of such an inventive turn of mind 

also confuse specific and numerical identity, even though 

they cannot find "any thing invariable and uninterrupted to 

justify our notion of ident:hty:~V (T~255) 

UThust;~ says Hume, nthe controversy concerning iden-, 

tity is not merely a dispute of itlOrds. tt (T.255) The 'concept, , 

of personal identity is not simply another invention like 

'substance' which was designed to account for the apparent 

unchangeableness of objectse Personal identity is a wide

spread affliction suffere~ by the whole of mankind, and is 

fel't even by' those who lack the intellectual power to under-

stand philosophical doctrineso In short, although instances 

, of numerical identity simply cannot occur, we experience 

something very like it. 

A very serious objection to Hu..rne raises ;its head on 

this score.. He himself has claimed that e'xperience is itifa11-

. ible. NO\'i, if this is the case, then we cannot have made a 

mistake when we believe that 'we have experienced the relation 

of numer.ic?:l identity: 
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Every impression, external and intern~l, passions, 
affections, sensations, pains and pleasures, are 
originally on the same footing; and that whatever 
other differences we may observe among' them, they 
appear, all of them 9 in their true colours, as 
impressions or perceptionso And indeed, if we con
sider the matter aright, Ttis scarce possible it 
should be otherwise, nor ,is it conceivable that our 
senses shou'd be more capable of deceiving us in the,' 
situation and relations, than in the nature of our ' 
impressions 0 For since all actions of the mind are 
kno'ltm to us by consciousness, they must necessarily 
appear in every particular'what they are, and be 
what they appear" Every thing that enters the mind, 
being in reality as the perception, 'tis impossible 
any thing'shoutd to feeling, appear differento 'l'his 
were to suppose, that even where we are most inti
mately conscious, we might be mistakeno (T~190) 

As Kemp-Smith has said in .~;p",Gtherl~ contextl , is not 

Hurne ttrunning counter to his avowed position"that ii:nmediate 

,awareness is infallible, and that perceptions are in all 

respects precisely what they are experience·j as beingtt? 

Laird's corrunent is that: ,uA consistent phenomenalist, one 

would suppose, should have said that if the heap [Of percep

tions] looked connected it was connected. tt2 

In answer to these objections it must be said that 

Hurne is not just a phenomenalist; he is a dogmatic phenomen~ 

alist, as Kemp-Smith himself is not slow to point outq3 He 

lOp" cit., ,p. 279, where he discusses Hurne' s doctrine 
of simpleso 

.2Jp Laird; Hurne's Philosophy of Human Nature, (London: 
Nethuen, 1932), po 173. 

30p • cite, po 2790 
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has carefully defined experience in such a way that'it is 

impossible that "'Ie should really experience the relation of 

nwnerical identity" Consequently he is enabled to go beyond 

straightforward belief that something is the case, and can 

legislate whether it is the case or not o Bume can therefore 

escape Laird's a~d Kemp..,.Smith's criticisms if he admits that 

numerical identity has already been judged and condemned~ 

In all fairness to Hume, another aspect of the case 

must be pointed outo His constant cry is that in ass~rting 

numerical identity we are not only making a mistake, but 'l,.ye 

are aware that we are in error: t~¥e incessantly correct our-

.selves by reflexion, and return. to a more accurate method of 

thinking, yet we cannot long sustain our philosophy, or take 

off this biass from the imaginationo tt (To254) If this is 

tr~e, Hillae can claim empirical verification of his theory" 
1 However) Penelhum conteIilds that there is no mistake to be 

made, and that only amateur philosophers ever detect a 

. 'mistake t 0 If he is correct) then. it must be concluded that 

Burne has neither analysed human experience adequately, nor 

has he furnished a dogma irlhich ,'r!3presents a valid logical 

ap;prais,al of the situation .. 

Before considering Penelhum' s objection vIe IDnstcon

sider Hurne' s analysis of those situations' in which we attri"b-

IT", Penelhum, flHume on Personal Identi tyu) . Harne, 
edo VoC. Chappell, (NeVil" York: Anchor, 1966)0 

----
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ute.numerical identity to objects, for it is with this ana-

lysis that Penelhllill takes. issue 0 

Hume sets out in Section 6 to ShOitT, by reference to 

examples ~lhich occur in everyday experience, that "\liTe apply 

the idea of nllillerical identity to those cases which do not' 

merit it: 

1ihat will suffice to prove this hypothesis to the 
satisfaction of every fair enquirer, is to show from 
daily experience and observation, that t'he objects, 
which are variable or interrupted, and yet are supp
os'd to continue the same, are such only as consist 
of a succession of parts, connected together by 
resemblance, contiguity or causation .. (T#255) 

His catalogue of such instances is comprehensive, 

ranging over plants, animals and inanimate objectsG His 

central thesis is that change destroys identity in so far as 

it interrupts the object under scrutiny~ Change means diver-
I 

sity, and however much the mutations resemble the, original 

model, they are not identical with it.. This thesis rests on 

.. the distinction between numerical and specific ideptity .. 

Objects which are related by specific identity are yet diff ... 

erent in number: they are 'a multiplicity and not a unitY.»t 

H~~e believes that all the examples he gives are cases of 

specific identity. The application t.o them of numerical 

identity is the result of a confusion, for each 'object' he 

analyses is, in reality,a multiplicitYD 

A mass of matter must be pronounced numerically iden

tical if all its parts remain the same for any length of time ... 

The slightest change in its parts, however, destroys the 
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numerical. 'identity, for '!fle are then presented with a multi

plicity of objects., But in those inst~nces in which the 

change is inconsiderable, v,le are still inclined to regard the, 

object as being per.fectly, or numerically identical:: ~'fe 

scruple not to pronounce a mass of matter the same, where~JVe 

find so trivial an alterationo~ (T0256) 

This is because we experience that f gentle force, t of 

the imagination 'which leads the attention from one, object to 

another to which it is closely related: uThe passage of the 

,thought from the object before the change to the object after 

it, is.so smooth and easy, that '!fle scarce perceive the trans ..... 

ition, and are apt to imagine, that ttis nothing but a cont

inutd survey of the same objecto~f (T0256) 

'Similarly, when the change is continuous but gradual 

an object is generally thought to preserve its identity: 

ttThe mind, in follo~ving the successive changes of" the body, 

feels an easy passage from the surveying its condition in one 

moment to ,the viewing of it anothero tt (To256) 

Considerable or violent change in a body nbrm~lly 

'breaks the link provided by the imagination; but there are 

occasions upon which the imagination can overcome theseo For 

example, the magnitude of the change is. less important than 

its proportion to the whole: 11The addition or dimunition of 

a mountain woufd not be sufficient to produce a diversity in 

a planet; thot the change of a very few inches wou'd be able. 

to destroy the identity of some bodies.~ (T Q 256) 

, I 
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Again, we are inclined to overlook considerable, and 

even violent change, when these are regarded as being normal 

features of an objecto A river is just such an object as 

this: ' 

The nature of a,riverconsists in the motion and 
change of parts; tho' in less than four.and twenty 
hours these be totally alterfd; this hinders not the 
river from continuing the same during several ageso 
What is natural and essential to any thing is, in a 
manner, expected; arid what is expected makes less' 
impression, and appears of less moment, than what is 
unusual 'and extraordinaryo (To258) , . ' 

Considerable change is also overlooked when it is 

observed that all the parts, both,'old apd new, contribute to 

some .ff com:rnon end or purpose U 0 (T .,257) A ship whi ch has 

undergone extensive repairs is 'still considered to be the' 

same ship for': ttThe COffiLllon end in which the parts conspire" 

is the same' under all the.ir variations, and 'affords an easy 

transition of the imagination from one situation of the body 

to another. tt (Tc257) 
- , 

When a·sympathy of parts is added to their common end, 

1-\[e are able to account fo,r the identity which Vie attribute to 

plants and animals 0' Over a period of time these change their 

parts entirely, but not o.nly do the individual parts tthave 

a reference to some general purpose, but also a mutual depen

dence on, and connexion with e~ch othero H (T.257) 

Numerical identity and specific identity are, confused 

when we hear a noise which is interrupted and renewed o In 

spite of the fact that we are aware that we are hearing a 

. _ .. _____________ '.n.'·":IlI' 



$ucc~ssion of noises we are inclined ,to call it the same 

noise, even though nthere is nothing. nUInerically the same, 

but the cause, which produc'd themo" (T0258) 
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The confusion arises when we speak of a church before 

and after its renovation.. If it: has. fallEm·~_into:.ruin and has 

been rebuilt we tend·to speak of it as the same church, aith

ough all its components have been renewed: 

Here neither the form nor materials are the same, nor 
is there any thing common to the two· objects,- but 
their relation to the inhabitants of the parisb; and" 
yet this alone is sufficient to make us denominate 
them the sameo But we must observe, that in these 
cases the first object is in a manner annihilated 
before the second comes into existence; by which means,. 
we are never presented in anyone point of time with 
the idea of difference and multiplicity; and for that 
reason are less scrupulous in calling them the same~ 

. (T0258) 

Penelhum disagrees with the conclusions that Burne 

draws from his examples,. Hurne has attempted to show that "\ve 

frequently mistake specific for numerical identity in the 

most commonplace circumstances.. Penelhum shows that in at 

·least two of his examples Huine has misjudged the situ.ation., 

He criticises the example of the series of noises on the 
I 

grounds that no-one would believe that he was hearing a n~~er~ 

icallY identical noise, in spite of the fa·ct that most people 

would say that each noise in the series is the same noise o A 

man ·who calls the noises 'the same noise T at each "occurrence 

",?"ould have dOD? one of two things: either he has attributed a 

specific identity to them in the awareness that theY,'·arec:",.~' 

exactly siinilar bitt· nU\Ilerically:,d:;'fflerent;· or "he has regarded 
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the word fnoise f ttas roughly equivalent to ta;n interm{ttent 

series of exactly similar sounds, f in which case the const.it-

uent sounds of the noise, in this sense of 'noise', can 

certainly corne. and goonl, In other words, the use,of the term 
~', :. 

'samet does not commit the hearer to a belief in the numeri~al 

identity bf the s,ounds. 

Penelhum makes a like criticism of' the renovated c,. {, '-

church... He denies that two piles of ston~ w()ul?- ever be con-, 

fused by anyone, at least in. the normal cour'se' of events" 

Humehas accused mankind of ,confusing the identity of the two 

piles of stone \'lith the relationship which each bears to the 

parish., But, says Penelhum, mankind does not do this, for 

the two piles .. :of stone are patently not the, same.. Any buil .... 

ding 'Vlhich served the needs of a particular parish would be 

called the church of that parish, but no-one v'muld call t\'I}'Q 

different buildings the same building: 'uThe village church 

of Muddlehampton can be pulled down and rebuilt again many 

times 'tvith perfect logical propriety .. n 2 

Leroy makes the same point against this exampleo He 

holds that the identity of the church lies in the relation

ship bet';'11'e~n the name saint of 'the parish, the priest and the 

congregation - it has nothing \.1Thatsoever to do. with the build

ing which is 'used to fulfil the needs of this group:. 

Ipenelhum, opo cito, p. 230. 

2Ibid., p. '231" ' 
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L tanalyse est inco~pl~te; le ocable de 1 t~glise', 
1 'ass,embl~e des fideles, et la presence, des rngmes 
officiants apportent assez de constance pour just
ifier une quasi-identificatio~. Le merne vocable, la 
m@me assemb16e, les memes off" ciants ~ c test 'toujours 
en definitive lliie m~me attitu e d'esprit a peine / 
troublee par le changement. du batiment. Ltidentite 
dtune eglise serait alors sem lable a celle,d'un 
corps vivant. I , 

Leroy also points out that we do not confuse the, t\"IO 

church buildingso Even though 

and even though both have been 

church of such-and-such a placet; no-

buildings the same: 

~ot exist together, ' 

d the title 'the parish 

'l;V'Ould call the two 

example de'Hume est 
A 

mains persuasif; car la comparaison i tervient, meme si les 

deux ~glise~ n'ont jamais co-exist~.n 

Can we ever be said to conius numerical and specific 

identity as Hume says V,Te can? t s ans't"ler is ,in the 

negative~ In the first place, argues, Humets para-

dox never arises" Hume's central pol. is that we give rise 

to a paradox when we call a multiplic'ty a unity" Penelhum, 

in anSirler to this, shows tha t there c in a sense, be a 

unity with perfect logi.ca'l propriety: 

Let us call the unchanging 51 gle object Xo X, we 
would say, is the same throug out" Let' us call our 
succession of distinct but re ated objects A,,~, C~ 
D, E, F, etc" Here, if we co t, we obviously have 
several, not one" But we can quite easily produce a 
clas.s-name for the series of hem, say ¢" such that 
,a $15 is, by definition, any group of things like A, B, 
C, D, E, F, etc o So the~e wo Id be no contradiction 

lAndre-1ouis Leroy, David Hurne~ {Paris, 1953}, po 165 

2Ibid " 
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in saying there are six objects and one p; this is 
wha t a ~ iq., Qui to obviously our ordinary language 
works in this way.! 

6S 

It follows that there is no absurdity to justify, as 

Hume claims there is ('1'0254), for any succession of objects 

can be subsumed under a class-name: 

There is no contradiction in saying "';Chere are six 
notes in this theme,U or "There are six words in this 
sentence, t~ though, there would be in saying uThere are 
six notes but only one, 'It or ItThere are six '\IIJords but 
only one" tt Natu,rally this would beZabsurd, but no 
one ever says it (for that reas:on)0 ' 

In the second place, Penelhum denies that numerical 

identity is incompatible with either change or diversity... To 

say that a thing has changed does not destroy its numeri,cal . 

identity, for it, itself, could not have changed without some

hOVI enduri~g through change: "I cannot be said to have 

changed unless I §.g! the same in the numerical senseo rr3 

lot is all, Penelhum maintains, a question of defin~',.:;. 

itiono Numerical id~ntity is d.estroyed by change only if the 

object is, by definition, an unchanging thing .. 4 'The concept 

'house f; for example, contains) among other things, the expe,c

tat ion of change .. , The destruction and subsequent renewal of 

the roof does not prompt us t,o assert the existence of another 

house, for we expect a house to undergo this s'ort of chang'e: 

Ipenelhum, opo cit., pp \> 225-6. 

2Ibid ,." p .. : 226. 

3Ibido, PI> 2270 

4Ibido 
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1'Jhat kinds of changes occur 1r-Jithout our having to say 
that the thing has ceased to exist and given place to 
something else depends on what kind of thing we are. 
talking about. To know what such changes are is part 
of what it is to know the meaning of the class-term 
for that sort of objecte A house, or a person,' is 
something which admits of many changes before we '!tlould 
,say it had ceased to exist 0 To know what these '. 
changes are·is to know, in part it least, what the. 

,words tlhouse" and ttpersontt mean. . .,' 

wnether ~e regard two objects as one or not depends 

upon the way in which we· wish to .talk about· themo A pile of 

stones can be conside~ed as a multiplicity df stones or as a 

house 0 We could talk of several stones or of one house with-

- out breaking any logical laws 0 HO\~ever, one house cannot be 

two houses, and several stones could not be one stone· at one' 

and the same timeo ·Only if we were to talk of a house as 

being at one and ~he same time t\vO houses would we be perpe

trating 'a logical absurdity, or, as Hume says, creating a 

paradox. It is Penelhumts claim tha~ any such, absurdity 

would spring from the misuse of a noun and not from the con

fusion o·f numerical and specific identity: 

wnether we get one or not depends entirely on what. 
nouns· we choose to work '!trith, and not on the conc
epts of identity and diversity. Put generally, 
whether the result is logically absurd, or logically 
possible, or logically necessary, if the two phrase,s 
tfthe same continuing XU and ttseveral different yfs" 
are used of the same thing, depends entirely on what 
nouns we use to replace x and Yo It does not depen~ 
on the,words Ttsame It .and ftdifferent" in themselves o 

lIbido 
• 

2Ibido, ppo 229-30. 
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Any uJleasiness we might feel 1I'.'hen asc;:ribing identity 

to two objects would arise only in the assessment of border-

line cases: 

In deciding whether ,the roofless structure in front 
of us is a house or a heap of stones, 1I'1e may have : 
reached a point where the conventions govel1'ning 
nei ther expression are sufficient to tell us" and we 
just have to decide for ourselyes an~, in so doing, 
make ,these conventions more precise. 

Our uneasiness would be due not, as Hwne says, to a 

conscious struggle bet'''ieen numerical and specific identity, ' 

but to the lack of a precise -definition which would be appli

cable in this particular circumstance 0' Our cri"teria for 

deciding between houses and piles of stones would l:ilave let 

us down because uour words are not geared to meet every even

tualitY o u2 

~\lllat does Penelhum" s attacg: meaJJ. for Hume t s tre,atment 

of ' identity? The former has sho1ffi that there is no paradox 

~n calling a multiplicity a urlity" or in 'calling a11l object 

which manifests various states of change one object. Cons-" 

equently there is no 'mistake' to be made, and Hume is 

incorrect when he says "that vIe all of us all the time make 

the mistake of attributing nwnerical identity when. there is 

none 0 

H01tl8ver, Penelhum admits that Hume may well be corr-. 

ect in his diagnosis of the rationalist claim that there is 
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some unifying entity 'which underlies change or a multiplicity 

of parts: 

The philosophers in que,stion may have found a contra
dictioJ;l,between saying that a thing has chBjnged and 
saying that it is still the same thing; and they may 
have tried to overcome'this by saying that [there is 
in fact some crucial aspect in v.rhich the t.q:.ingwill 

, not hive changed, and inventing the self to fill the 
bill.., . 

As far as Penelhum is concerned, these particular 
I 

I 

philosophers 1fneed not ,have bothe.red; since there is no ~ol1tr-

adiction there to be avoided, 'the fiction is unnec~ssarYon2 
I ' 

And he further points out that, while Hume may be qorrect in 
, I 

his denunciation of the fiction) of an underlying ~elf, he is 

at'fault in conceding the main premise of the philosophers he 
, I 

attacks, that ~here is a contradiction here.4 

Therefore Hume and Penelhum can at least ma~e cornmon 
I 

cause over the issues of f substance f and t self f ~ for both ar'e 

agreed that they are fictional entities.. However, :PenelhUm. 
I ' , 

denies that numerical identity is fictitious.. He qrgues that 
I ' 

whatever are the merits of Kemp-Smith's suggestion'of rpick
I 

wickian f as meaning something less censorious than I 'fictit~u;,,:~; 1 

I 

ious ,5 , there is nothing in the least wrong wi~hcallling 

lIbid", p. 2340 

2Ibido 

I 

I 

)Ibid., pp .. 233-4: ttl agree that the self lis a 
fiction .. tf 

4Ibido) po 234 .. 

5Ibid", po 235: g~vo Kemp-Smith, Op" cite, po 5010 
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people or things!,the. same': 

'VV"hether [Bume's} account of what makes us .t~lk of 
identity in this mistaken or Picbrickian walY is 
intended as a description of how we hide th~ paradox 
from ourselves, or merely of what enables uls to talk 
with a perfectly proper lack of concern for it,it is 
in either case misdirected, since our appar!ent uncon
cern for the paradox is due to its nonexist~nce, and 
'VIThat he in fact describes are the factors gpverning 
the use of substantives) and not the misuse:-of the 
adjective nsamen.~ 

I 

Burne t s contention in his .theory of personal! identity 

is that ~here is ·no real identity, tpat is, numeric!al identity, 

obtaining between our successive mental states. Thie identity 
I . 

we feel to be there is the result IOf the binding fOlrces pro-
I. 

vide:!. by the imagination. Had he agreed with Penellium, as it 
I 

seems he must do) his theory might not have develoRed this' 
I 

I 

'psychological twist c> If Penelhum is correct, and i,tis the 
I 

case that the meanings of. no~s override consideratiions of 
I 

identity and diversity, then Hunle should, perhaps, have for;" 
I 

saken his psychology, and have embarked instead on la progr-

amrne of linguistic analysis# 

.However, it must be said that even thoughHu~e' WGre 
i 

to agree with Penelhwn, he 'llJ'Ould still be free to ,offer a 
I 

psychological explanation for our ability t() constriuc't conc-

epts ~'lhich embody the expectation IOf change and mu]tiplicityo 
I 

Penelhum has only said that it can be done: Hwne tI1iesto 

show hOvi it is done o That is, Penelhum gives his liogical 

IIbid., po 236 0 ' 
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approval and Hume reveals the psychological mechanilsm. respon

I 

sible for the feat. Looked at in this light, it r~al1y makes 

very little difference to Hume's account ;f personch ident:i.ty 

whether we are involved in a paradox or noto 
i 
I 

This interpretation encounters difficultielin HUme's 

language 0 In the following passage he insists that!. there can 
I 

'be no 'per.fect', or numerical, identity in the face Qf a mult-
I 

iplicity 6f perceptions,: 

'Tis evident, that the identity, which we ej:ttribute 
to the human mind, however perfect we mayim~gine, it 
to be, is not able to run the several perceptions' 
into one, and make them lose theircharact~rs of 
distinction and difference, "Thich are essential to 
themo {To259} I 

However, it is clear from Penelhum's account that he, 

too, "t"lOuld say that several perceptions could notcj.ctually be 

one, although they could form a single series .. Now. a few 
I ' 

lines after this passage Hume allows for the possibility 'that
I 

these perceptions can be regarded as one, but, as qe rightly 
I 

Points out, this 'oneness' needs clarification:, UEut as , ) , 
• ! ' 

notwithstanding th~s distinction and-separability, Iwe suppose 
I 

the whole train to be united by identity, a questicm natur
I 

ally arises concerning this relation of identity.ni(to259) 

The question vlhich arises is crucial for Hurne: 

1,r\Jl1ether [the relation of identity 1 be ~omeJhing that 
really binds our several perceptions toget~er,or 
only associates their ideas in the imaginatibno That 
is, in other words, whether in pronouncingiconcerning 
the ideptity of a person, W~ observe some ~e~l bond ' 
among his perceptions, or only feel one among the 
ideas we form 6f them .. (T0259) 
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This 'question would not necessarily confl~ct with 

Penelhum f s views" All Emue has to do' is admit tha!t percept-
" ' I 

ions can, without logical impropriety, be considerled to be 
I 

elements in a single series oHe can still ask vrhelther the 
I 

unity is perceived, or 'lilhether it is imposed upon .Ipercept-· 

ions by the mind. Hume does, in fact, answer th'i's! -question, 
i 

and he also elaborates upon' the way in 'trJ'hich we dq construct 

a unity from a diversityo ·1 . 

I 

The question whether the unity is experienced in per-
I 

, I 

ception or is merely felt is, for Hume, a rhetoriqal oneo 
. , 

He has already decided to his own satisfaction thalt there is 

no perceivable connexion betwee~ perceptions) and Ithat any 

connexion -is 'provided only by the imagina t;,Lon ~ Thiis ass.llillp-
1 

tion 1J...'Ylq,erpins his 'whole theory of the association of ideas:-
I ' 

This question we might easily decide, if vfewoutd ' 
recollect what has already been prov:Td at ,large, 
that the understanding never observes any Ir~al conn
exion among objects, and that even the unjjon of 
cause and e,ffect, "Then strictly examin td, Iresolves 
itself into a customary association of id~a$o For 
from thence it evidently follo1;';s, that idelnt:.ity is 
nothing really belonging to these diff~re~t percept
ions, and uniting them together; but is lTIE1rely 'a 
quality, which we attribute to them, because of the 
union of their ideas in the imagin'ation, v~hen \'lie 
reflect upon them. (To259~6C) 

Hume wants to say that the association of :ideas uni-
I ' 

, tes perceptions only in respect of the qualities qf resemb .... 
I 

lance , contiguity and causation \vhich they actually. possess. 

No perceptions possess the quality of numerical i~entity~ 

'l'herefore, no perceptions are ever united in re spe'ct of such 
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a relation ... 

Because the relation of numerical identity cannot 

exist among perceptions themselves, it follovvs for Htune that 

it is merely a fabrication of the imagination', or, .in other 

1flords, a 'fiction t.. By his mvn first principle, if an idea 

is not derived from animpres'sion it cannot be applied to 
, I 

perceptions 0 Consequently, the concept of numeric~l ident~ 
I • 

ity is incor~ectly applied to the world ofreality~ ,If hi~ 
I 

account is to agree with Penelhumts, it must therefore be 
1 

1 

amended, and the province which will suffer most s~verely 
! 
I . 

will be that of the association of ideaso Hume's fnswer 
I ' ""TOuld, in fact, have to be a Kantian one.. He mustlsay that, 
I 

• I • 

"V'lhile the relation of identity is not itself a per¢eption, 
I ' 
I 

it is an a priori conditiou, of our perce·iving. It~ reality 
• I 

would not derive from perceptions themselves, but from the 
• ,', I ' 

1 

fact that it is a real category which can' be applied, to 

experience" In short,' Hume appears to have' asked ipe correct 
. ' .. I I 

'question about the relation·of identity, but his t~eory of 
I 

association and his notion of reality provide him '~rith: quite 

the wrong answer" 
1 

It is interesting to speculate on HQmevs m@tives for 
i 

rejecting his original claim that the relation of identity 
I •• 

is the most universal of all the relations. 
, I 

At the outset 
I 

of the Treatise he has no misgivings as to the nonffidtional 
I 

status of the relation, and he still accords it thfs status 

in Sections 1 and 2 of Part III of Book I. He does not 
I , 

.1 

I , 
, I 

I 
me 
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recant his original vie"., until .section 2 of Part. tv, "V'ihen he 
I • 

accuses the principle of individuation of giving rise to a 
I 

mistaken belief in the external worldoWithout e~amin.ing . 
I 

whether or not this accusation is justified, it c4n) perhaps, 

be said that Hume's quarrel with identity stems f:¢om'his 

fear that it giv,es rise to other 'fictions.!, such ;as' exter .... 
'. 
I 

nal bodies, substances and selves <> In some vray he seems to 
. , I ' 

, I 

feel that the relation of ident'ity will somehow illid'ermine 
I 

the autonomy of. discrete perceptions, and will pave the '\tolay 
I . 
I 

'for those unknown principles of unity which he holds in such 

abhorrence 0 Penelhum, however, shows that the acqeptance of 
I 

a doctrine of numerical identity does not' commit h.im to a 
I 

doctrine of .. substance J or to any other rat,ionalis~ doctrine. 
, 

It seems, therefore, that Hume's attack on rationalism has 
I 

gone too far, and has carried him beyond the poin~ 
. I 

. Kant returned, with more evidence of success, some! 
I 

years latera 
I 

t.o which 

forty 

Hume, then, for his o"V'm motives, and for 'Wjh.;:i.t p,re , 

, probably not good philosophical reasons, chooses tb ~eny the 

reality of the relation ~fidentity in his search ~or a 
I , 

satisfactory account of the origin of our awarenesjs of pers

onal identity~ It is to this accotmt that we mustl riow turn 

our attention o 

We already know that the idea of personal jiqentity 
, 

is produced by the activity of the imagination.ttlrhe only 

question, therefore, 'which remains, is, by what re~ations 
I ' 

I 

. , , 

I ' 
.. _ .... ____ . ______ L-~ _______ _ 
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this uninterrupted progress of our thought is produlc'd, when 

w8.·:.:.consider the successive existence of a mind or t~fnking 

persono" (To260) 
I 

I Contiguity is dismissed at once as having np be~ring 
I 

on the case o He rests the burden of producing the ~Qea·of 

personal identity on resemblance and causation, butl §ives no 
I 
I • 

.reason for his rejection of contiguityo This is st~ange, for 
I 

the rela:tion of contiguity is so intimately bound up with 
I· 
I 

that of causation: uWe may therefore consider the relation 
I 

• I· . 

of CONTIGUITY as essential to that of causationoTt (1I\,75)·· He 
! 

.points out in. this passage that there .are some obje'Fts which 

are !lnot susc~ptible of juxtaposition and conjunctifn11;f,· and 

refers the reader to Part IV, Section 5 of Book I. ! It turns 

out that these objects are simple, unextended subst~nce and 
I 

I 

extended perceptions, or, alternatively, extended sllbistance 
I 

and unextended perceptions(>' 
I ' 

If contiguity is so closely linked to causati~on, why 

does Hume say it has no bearing.on the production of personal 
I • 

identity? Kemp-Smith asks an even more fundamental: qiuestion., 
. I 

·is dependent upon contiguitYl' why 
•• I ' 

namely that if causation 

does Hume not reduce the farmer to the latter and have on11r 
I I J 

two natural relations, namely thos.e of resemblance and con

tiguity?l Kemp-Smith's answer is that contiguity aiohe is 
I· 

I 

I 

I I 
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I 

insufficient to establish a causal nexus, for it c9nveys the 

.idea only ofa relation in spaceD Causation, howeier, is the 

result of constant contigu~ty of perceptions over J period of 

, +,,1 e.mp· oral timeD Therefore, besides contiguity, the idea of ~ 
I 

priority is necessary for the product,ion of, the idera o~ caus-'. 
. \ . : . 

ality ... This answe~"may suffice to satisfy our mm I eb:quiry .. 

Contiguity, being only a spatial relation, is insu~ftcient to 
I 

. . I 

establish the connectivity which an individual' feels he perc~ 
I 

eives ",[hen he .investigates his own past 0 Causality, which 
I ' 

contains the concept of temporal priority and succEfssion,. 
I 

enables the individual to connect all his past experiences • 

. vIe will treat of causation in more detail after an examination 

, of resemblance:. 

Resemblance plays its part via the medium ~f memory: 
I 

For what is the memory but a facult.y by whiCfl we 
raise up the image of past perceptions? ~d, as an 
image .necessarily resembles its object,,· mU$t! not the 
frequent placing of these resembling perceptions in 
the chain of thought, convey the imagination'more 
easily from one link to .another, and make ihe \-Ihole 
seem like the continuance of one object? In this· 
particu1ar, then, the memory not only disc6vers the 
identity, but also contributes to its prod~ction1 by 
producing the relation of resemblance among the ' 
perceptions o (To260-1) I 

Causation plays a rather more subtle 

the more important one, in 'the production of 

I 

role, I but by far 
I • 

personal ·identity .. 

The relation of cause and effect is established by theconst,... 

ant conjunction of objects, the cause always'being prior to 

the effect (To173)o Numerous instances of observef conjunc

tions give rise ·to, a habitual association ".of the. two, ideas 4 in' 
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the mindo That is, when only one of the ideas is present, 

the other is recalled e Causation is the only relati()n which. 

can be rttracTd beyond our senses, and informs us.of existen

ces and objects, which we do not see or feela H (T.,74) Because 
I , 

of thi.s attribute causation enables us ~o bridge' the gaps in 

our memories. Me~ory is, in iarge measure, responsible· for 

causation because it is the means whereby like conjunctions 

of ideas may be recalled" Once' ·the relation is . established, 

however, it can go beyond memory, or vihat is remembered: 

We can extend t~e same chain of causes, and cons
equently the identity. of our persons beyond our mem
ory, and can comprehend times, and circumstances, and 
actions, vihich we hav.e entirely forgot, but suppose 
in general to have exist.ed a For how few. of our past 
actions are there, of which we have any memory? Who. 
can tell me, ·for instance, what were his th0i;lghts and 
actions on the first of January 1715, the 11th of 
March 1719,. and the 3d of August 1733? Or will he 
affirm, because he has entirely forgot the ,iJjI.;:idents 
of these days, that the present self is nou the same 
person' with the self of that time; and by that means 
overturn all the most establishfd·notions·df'personal 
identity? In this view, therefore, memory ,does not, 
so much produce as discover personal identity', by 
showing us the relation of cause and effect among our' 
different perceptions 0 tTwill be encumbent am those:; 
who affirm that memory produces entirely oUr'personal 
identity, to give a reason why we can thus extend our 
identity beyond our memory" (T0262) . 

The way in which causation actually accomplishes this 

feat is revealed in the ~o11owing passage:. 

The true idea of the human mirid, 'is to consiGier it as 
a system of different perceptions 6r diff~re~t exist
ences, which are linkTd together by the re1a'$ion of 
·cause and effect, and mutually produce, destroy, 
influence, and modify each other" Our impressions 
give rise to their corresponde.nt ideas; and. these 
ideas in their: turn produce other impressions" One 
thought chaces another, and draws after it a 'third, 
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by which it is expell' d in its turn ~ , In this respect, 
I cannot compare the soul more properly to ~ny thing 
than to a republic or commonioTealth, in w-hich the sev
eral members are united by the reciprocal ties of 
'government and subordination, and giv.e rise to other 
persons, vlho propagate the same republic in the inces-

,'sant changes of its parts .. 'And as the same individ
ual republic may not 'only change its members, but ; 

"also its 'laws and constitutions; in like manner the 
same person may vary his characte~ and ~isp~sition,. 
as \tiell a:shis impressions'aridide'as jwithdut'-",-losing .:';; 
his identit.y~o il~1hatever changes he endures) his sev
eral parts are still connected by the relation of' 
causation." And in this view our identity ,,-rith regard 
to the passions serves to corroborate thatw'ith 

. regard to the imagination, by the making our distant 
percept.ions influence each other) and by giving us a 
present concern for our past or ",future, pains or 
pleasures" (T .. 261) . . '. ' 

·This passage demands some clarification,' because, . as· 

. Laird points out, it leads to, di1~ficulties: in interpre'tat1.6ri 

of Hume: t s . theory of' causation:, "" '.' '. 

Regarding [the role causation plays in the produc:tion 
of personal identity] H~~ets description was still 
'more . obscure. For him t Cal.lSeS t '~'lere only :associati ve ' 
expectations.. Therefore the mental 'heapfcould not 
:really be connected by causation in the saine objec
tive sense as the constituent~ of the heap might " 
resemble "one another •. Yet vlhat other intelligible· 
meaning could be read into Burne's· statement ([T] 261) 
that our ndifferent perceptions are linktdtogether 
by~the relation of cause and effect, and mutually 
produce, destroy,' influence and modify each' otheru"?l 

By the Tobjective sense f in which objects resemble one 
, . 

another, Laird probably refers to the fact that ideas resemble 

one another in respect of" a comrnon quality such as _ t greeness T"" 

-
Causation, of course, is not like this" It is the r'esult of 

lJ. Laird, HlJInefs Philosophy of Human Nature, p. 1740 
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a constant association of ideas in the mind: a sufficient 

nw.nber of like conjunctions of, ideas, 'the one idea always 

preceding the other, builds up an expectation that such a 

conjunction will alvTays occur. This is vlhat Laird ,means by 

'associative expectations'o 

Laird's point appears to be that since perceptions are 

not connected by causation in respect of some common quality; 

the heap cannot be united in the way that Hume says it is by 

the relation of causation. He seems to imply that HUh"'le ,is 

thinking of a stronger connexion than that of a mere 'assoc-
" 

iative expectation', namely some sort of causal efficacy that 

holds between perceptions.. If this is what Rume means', then 

he' is contradicting his own theory of causat,ion, for earlier 

he ha.s said that we do not have nany impression, that con .... 

tains any power or efficacy",1T (T.161) And yet, as Laird asks, 

,what else can Hume mean when he speaks of the mutual modif-

ication and destruction of ideas? The following interpret

ation is offered here in an attempt to exonerate HYrne of the 

charge 'of inconsistency, and also to 'clarify the' meaning 'of 

the 'republic f passage Q 

Hume uses causation to explain why it is that '\tIe feel 

justified in asserting that our selves have preserved their 

identit;ies even throughout those pe'riods of time oj[' which we 

have no recollectiono As an illustration of how effective is 

the bond of causation between our successive ideas he draws a 

parallel between the mind and a republicD The parallel has 
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its dangers) because republics are things of the e~ternal 

world) of which he~says'';' v·ie can knovi nothing.. Further, it is 

generally assumed that events in the material world are conn-

ected by some sort of causal efficacy; that a war, for exam-. 

pIe, is the outcome of material forces which are brought to 

bear on a certain situation, and is not merely a conjunction 

of some events with others o However, Hume must say that. the 

relation of causatiori'between .events is only a product of the· 

mind - it does not exist between the events themselves, but' 

.is imposed on them by the imaginationo If we look closely at 

our republic we see that it is made up of a succession of 

events which have no connexionQther than that provided by 

the imagination. Causal relationships are the result of. long 

experience of observing like successions of eyents, and a 

constant conju..'1ction between certain sorts of event,s, one sort 

always being temporally prior to 'another sorto 

Burne T S republic would seem to be connected by. the' 

causal relation in. the follov;ing wayo In spite of the fact 

that a republic is in a constant state of flux from the·date 

of its inception, it is clear to all observers that each 

change is related to the prior state of a:ffairso This feel-

ing that there is a :r-elationship between successive states of 

affairs is the result of much experience of similar changes 

in this and in other republics. By this means the .feeling 

'arises that the republic has maintained its identity through 

change, even though, strictly speaking, the change has dest-
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royed its numerical identity" 

In carrying over the parallel to the mental world, 

Hume now appears to say that one state of mind can be said to 

have caused another state of mind only because we are accust-

omed to the one constantly follo-vring the other" By manifest

ing 'successive changes of states of mind an individual can be 

said to change through the years, and his i~entity, like that 

of the republic, is really destroyed" But the establishment 

of the causal relation by means of the associative expectation 

between his· different states(~df 'mind leads him to believe in .. 

his ovm id~ntityo If this interpretation is correct there is 

no need to attribute to Hume any doctrine of dynamism or 

causal efficacy betwe·en perceptions, other than the dynamics 

of the association of ideas by the imagination~ 

As we have seen, 'Hume also relies on causat:ion to est

ablish the belief that we have existed during thos,el periods 

of which we have no recollection" Hurnets point seems to be 

that an individu~l, having created a causal nexus between his 

remembered perceptions, is led ·to assert that such a nexus 

exists throughout the whole succession of perceptions, remem-
I 

bered and forgotten. Causation does not bring forgotten 

perceptions back to the light of rememberance, but it does 

impress upon Us that vJhat' happened during .our un:cecbllected 

periods was responsible for what we are now~ Consequently 'V'l8 

.regard them as being a part of our own history) and not a 

part of someone else'so Hurne has forgotten what he thought on 



the first of January, l715, but· he would remembert.he events 

of a period prior to that. He would also know from :past; 

experience. that each day in his life is connected, albeit 

associatively, with the next. This leads him to assume that 

his identity has been preserved intact even during those per

iods which he has forgotten. 

It must be remembered that Hurne is not offering a 

proof of our continued existence. through unrecol·lected periods· 

. of our livesoHis aim is to show how it is that we are con-

vinced of our numerical identity, and,' as we have seen, his 

explanation is a psychological one, resting as it does on the 

association of ideas produced by' the imagination. 

As a postscript to the section on personal identity, 

Hume shows that the very ·same.mechanism which is responsible. 

for the. production of the sense of personai identity can 

. produce the concept of the simplicity of the self:' 

~iliat I have said concerning the first origin and 
uncertainty of our notion of personal identiity as 
apply'd to the human mind, may be eJ<.:tendedwith ~>_., .. 
little or no variation to that of simplicityo An 
object, whose different co-existent parts are bound 
:together by a close relation, operates upo:q. the imag
ination after much the same manner as one perfectly 
simple and indivisible, and requires not a !much great.:... 
er stretch of th6ught in order to its conception o . 
From this similarity of operation we attribute a. 
simplicity to it, and feign a principle of union as . 
the supp'ort of this simplicity, and the centre 'of all. 
the different parts and qualities of the object,:" 

(To263) 
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In this Chapter we have exawined Hume's an~lysis of 

identity, his proofs that there is not necessarily an under-

lying unity which persists through change, and, fina.lly, his 

psychological explana.tion for our belief in personal ident

it Yo ~~Jith regard to Hurne' s treatment of identity" it was, 

seen that his ra~ically empiricist. account of time weakens it 

a great dealo 'This weakness is, to some extent,' compensated 

by his fm ... ther, tre'atment of identity in Section 60fPart IV 0 

Hmvever, with regard to his later treatment, it was seen that 

there is no paradox in asserting nwnerical identity of 

perceptions and 'that, consequently, Hurne has made a serious 

error in saying that the relation of identity is a fiction~ 

It ''\Tas noted _ that he can still maintain that tnere"i6,,:no~~_, .:._ 

underlying entity which preserves the f:dentity of an'indiv.,. 

idual through change;- but the fact that 'the relation of 

identity is not a fiction renders his psychological explanat-

ion of the mechanism which constructs this fiction otiose g 

He would, perhaps, have been better advised to show how it 

is that 'the relation of identity is objective, even though it 

is not a characteristic of the perceptions themselves; 

However, we ought to follow Bassonfs advice and 

accept Hume fS account of the universe until we have ass'essed 

its utility. Little can be done in this respect within the 

terms of the present paper, and we shall confine ourselves in 

the following Ohapter to an examination of the utility of ' 

HQ~efs principle for his own theorieso 



CHAPTER IV 

FERSONAL IDENTITY IN BOOK II OF THE ttTREATISEtt. 

¥~ny of Hume's CO~~lentators believe that the theory 

of the self which Hume propounds in Book I is inadequate to 

the tasks vvpich, Hurne sets in in Book II of t.he Jreatise o. 

Generally it is felt that Hume needs a self v-Ihich is differ

ent from the tbundle of perceptions' Vlhichare connected by , 

the imagination in respect of the two natural relations 

resemblance and causation. It "viII be the purpose of this 

Chapter to allay suspicions that the self of Book 1 is 

inadequate when applied to Book II .. 

This attempt, to reveal the adequacy of Book I for 
'·1' 

the purposes of Book II, at least, in respect of'the theory· 
, I 

of personal identity, could playa part in the gen~ral 

justification of Hume's theories on the grotmds of their 

utility.. It will be r:eme:riJ.bered that Basson suggests just 

such a justification~ As we have already indicated, the 

scope of this paper is too narrow to admit of a general 

justification here, but the proof of the utility of the 

self 'within Hume's framework may go some 'little way in this 

direction" 

Of course, if Penelhwn is correct in saying,. as he 

appears to do~ that the relation of numerical identity is 

86 



non-fictitious, then it is difficult to see ho",! Hurne"s theory 

can be applied to the real world, for it is his aim to deny 

that there is any experience 'whatever of numerical identity, 

except in the fictitious sense.;> However, if Hume's 'system' 

of impressions and ideas is at all useful in framin~ theories 

about such things' as meaning" and the foundations of human 
.. 

kno"V'lledge) then this in itself may be sufficient justification 

to ignore what Penelhum has said,and', it may,- as Butchvarov-', 

has suggestedl , r:-ender Kant's theory of relations not false 

but superfluous c But these are issues far ·too wide for this 

paper, and we have to confine ourselves 'to 'an assessment of 

the 'internal adequacy of Hume fS theory ,of personal identityo, 

Book II of the Treatise is a survey of human emot-

ions, and of the mechanisms by which they operateo Two 

categories of, 'emotion are ,especially controversial as far as 

personal ,identity is concerned o These are the passions, and 

man's capacity for sympathising with his fellows~ 

The p~ssions evoke an immediate interest'in,the 

present context, for HUllle has already referred to th.em in 

the Sectiori on personal identity.' (T0261) There he 'seems to 

suggest that the passions play a part in the production of 

personal identity.' It will be remembered that in that 

Section he sets himself the task of explaining why it is 

Ipanayot Butchvarov, ttThe Self and Perceptions: A 
Study in Hu..rnean PhilosophyH, Philosophical Quarterly) 
(April, 1959), po 1090 
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that we believe in our ovm self .id~ntity when none of the 

elements in our experience is' permanent: r.What then gives us 

. so great a propension to ascribe an identity to these succ-

essi ve perceptions, and to suppose ourselves posses~tof an 

invariable and uninterrupted existence throf the whole course 

of our lives?U (T.253) 

In answer to this question Hurne says that v'le must 

differentiate between personal Identity .tlas· it regards our" 

thought or imagination and as it regards the passions or the· . 

concern we take in ourselves"u (T~253) Personal ident:tty 

nas it regards our thought or imagination'rt is the subject of 

the last ten pages of Section 6 0 As was seen in the previous 

: Chapter of this paper, the imagination unites successive per

ceptions in respect of the natural relations resemblance and 

causation, thus giving rise to the idea of the identity of the 

selfo This idea is not derived from an impression, but is a 

fabrication of the imagination: it is, therefore, a fictitious 

idea. 

Personal identity ttas it regards the passions or the 

concern we take in ourselves tt is· not dealt with in Section 6, 

and is presumably -1-ert until the discussion of the passions 

in Book II~ At the end of the 'republic' passage, however, 

in Section 6, Burne does mention the subject of the passions 

again ... That particular passage, it will be remembered, 

emphasises the causal relationship which obtail1:s.between past 

and present states of mind. Hu..rne terminates Ids observations 
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with: 

And in this view our identity with regard to the 
passions serves to corroborate that with regard to 
the imagina,tion, .by the making our distant percep
tions influence each other, and by giving us a pres~ 
ent concern for our past or future pains or pleas-
ures. (T.Z61) .' 

If it is true that the passions operate .in. this way, 

that is, 'bygiving us a concern in ourselves, and if the self 

with which it makes' us conc~rned should be the same with the 

bundle of connected perceptions, then at least one cornment .... ·u: 

atorts suspicions will have been allayed. 

Hendel is. convinced that the 'lJlleakness of his theory of 

the self became apparent to Hume in the course of writing 

Book II of the Treatise. The demands made by the doctrine of 

the passio'ns 'are cited as the causes of Hume's change of 

heart.,l Hendel claims that both doctrines would seem to re .... 

quire that we be conscious of ourselveso Further he states 

that the self of which we are conscious should be ttmore real 

than anything that enters;~our ken, despite our inability to 

seize upon any distinct perception of itott 

It ".rill be argued here that Hume.' s. :sel.f·(,is ... v_real.~.J, 

enough for· the purposes of Book II, and that the 'identityt 

of which he is conscious s.ufficiently explains the phenom-
. . 

ena of sympathy and the passionso Tha.-iquestionc:a·s ·.to.::v-,rhat 

Hurne himself thought of his own theory will be dealt w'ith 

1 . 
Hendel, opo cit o ) p. 229. The relevant passage is 

quoted in full in Chapter V belowo 
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in Chapter V below o 

In order to assess the adequacy of Hurl1e t s· theory of 

the self for the doctrines of Book II we must examine the 

relevant doctrines of the latter Book carefully. First of 

all \ille shall deal with the passions 0 

The passions.are simplel impressions'of reflexion, 

and arise only upon the prior appearance in the mind of an 

impression or an idea (T.275). For the purposes of this 

Chapter an examination of t'he account Hurne gives of the 

passions of pride ,and humility will suffice: trThe passions 

of PRIDE and HUMTLITY being simple and uniform impressions, 

90. 

'tis impossible we can ever, by a multitude of words, give a 

. just definition of them, or indeed of any of any' of the pass-

ions. The utmost we can pretend to is a description of them, 

by an enumeration of such circumstances as attend themo tt 

Foremost among these circumstances is the intimate 

relationship between pride and humility and the self 0 Vihat

ever the state of affairs vve may be con~emplating, if it is 

not related to the self in some way, then neither pride nor 

humility is generated: 

lEy 'simple', as the following quotation makes clear, 
Hume means funanalysable f o However, there are manifold diff
iculties with Hurne's doctrine of simples, especially with 
regard to the question of the analysis of perceptionso For 
a discussion of these difficulties, see Chapter I above, 
especially ppo 5~9. 
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'Tis evident, that pride and humili~y, thot directly 
contrary, have yet the same OBJECTo This object is 
self, or that succession of related ideas and imp
ressions, of which we have an intimate memo~y and 
consciousness.. Here 'the view always fixes when we are 
actuated by either of these passionso According as 
our idea of ourself is more or less advantageous, 't'ie 
feel either of those opposite affections, and are' 
elated by pride, or dejected with humility.. ~ijllatever 
other objects may be' comprehended by the mind,. they 
are always consider'd with a view to ourselves; 
othenvise theywou'd never 'be able either to excite 
these passions, or produce the smallest encrease or 
dimu..ylition of them",' When self enters not into the 
consideration, trier is no room either for pride or 
humility .. (To277) 

Thus far all is well. The self to vJhich Hurn,e refers 

is the orthodox self of Book r, namely.uThat succession of 

related id,:3as and impressions. tv However" he may only ·be pay--

ing lip 'service to a flOW defunct doctrine .. ' Only a detailed 

examination of, the doctrine of the' passions Hill reveal 

whether or not Hume is justified in retaining the self of 

Book I .. 

The self is the object only, and not the cause of the 

passion.s, for these two passions, of pride and humility, are 

contrary and can never make an appearance together: ttfTis 

impossible a man can at the same time be both proud and hum

bie o
tt (T .. 278) The causes of these passions must be something 

other than the self, and Burne sees them as being variously 

qualities of the mind and body, and also more remote objects, 

such as family, possessions and nationality: 

Every valuable quality of the mind, whether of the 
imagination, judgement, memory or disposition; wit, 
good-sense, learning, courage, jus:tice, integrity; 



all these ar the causes of pride; and their oppos
ites of humility. Nor are these passions c.onfintd to 
the mind, but extend their view to' the body.::likewise .. 

,A man may be proud of his beauty" strength, good main, 
addresS in d ncing, riding, fencing, and of his dex
terity in any manual business or manufacture. But 
this is not 11. The passion looking farther, com
rehend[s] wh tever objects are in the least allytd~ or 
related to s.· Our country, family, children; rela-, 
tions, riches, houses, gardens, horses" dogs,' 
cloaths; any of these may become a cause either of. 
pride or 'h ility. (T .279) - " 

coptains anexpl:i~cit recognition that the 

mental world, is in s me way different from the physical world. 

On the would not seem to accord at all with 

the doctrine of ,which'reduces all knowledge to know-

ledge of mental eventso There Hurne has assumed that all 

experience is of perceptions only, and that consequently 
.. 

meaningful statements about any world not composed of percep-

tions cannot be made. Therefore it would seem that Burne is 

not entitled to talk about physical objects. 

To this charge Hume would answer that it is simply 

the case that we do differentiate between our perceptions in 

this "V'lay 0 We believe that some perceptions repre sent a vmrld 

which is external to our world of perceptions, and we believe 

that other percepti'o s repnesent nothing external to our '-'iOrld 

of perceptiohs o rEhese latter v~e describe as internal. Thus, 

although the qU,estio 1 may be raised as to how 'we come to make 

this distinctioh bet een internal and external worlds, there 

can be no question tlat we actually do make the distinction: 
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Thus the sce .. tic still continues to'reason and believe, 
even tho' he cannot defend his reason by reason; and 
by the same ule he must assent to the principle con
cerning the e"istence of body, tho' he cannot I pretend 
by any arguments of philosophy to maintain its Verac
ity .. Nature as not left this to his choice,:and has 
doubtless esteem f d it an 'af:f'air of too great impQrt~ 
ance to be tr sted to our uncertain reasoningf and 
speculations 0 Vie may well ask, vfuat. causes induce us' 
to believe in the existence' of bod? but 'tis in vain' 
to ask, "Whether there be bod or not? That i~ a point, 
which we must take for granted in all our reasonings .. 

(Tola?) 

The causeS wh"ch induce 'us to b~lieie'in the $xisten~e 

of bodies external ourselves have been examined in,Chapter 

II above. s seen ·that the 'c~nstancy and cCherence 

of certain perception induce the 'imagination to attribute to 

them the: properties 0 distinct and continued existen,€e. It 

.follows that Burne 

prepared to admit 

vulgar (T0202), 

world. l 

. . 

speak of an external world only if he is 

he is adopting the concepts of: the· 

not asserting the existence of'l such a 

. However, anot' er more serious charge can be laid 

against Burne on the b sis of the passage from his disGussion 

of the passions quote above.. According to his theory of the 

self as outlined in B ok I, the mind is composed of aJ+l our 

perceptions.. Hovv the can he regard perceptions of' Hgardens, 

lHurne, in I, 
he speaks a~ though t 
external world.. The 
Chapter III above, p. 

v, 2, ac~~owledges an instance ~n which 
ere ,"vere immediate acquaintance 'with the 
ull relevant quotation is given in 
51, note 10 
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h.orses, dogs, cloath H,.and even the iI11pressi~ns of pride and 

humility themselves, as being related to the mind when they 

are, OIl his O"ffi acco t, actually a part of the mind? Hume's 

answer is that since there is no observable connexion,between 

perceptions, they can be considered as existing separately 

from one another, an as existing separately from the mind 

itself: 

Now as every perception is distinguishable from ana;;.. ... 
ther, and. ma be conslderfd as separately existent; 
it evidently follows, that there is. no absurdity in 
separating any particular perception from the mind; 
that is, in breaking off all its· relations, witfu that 
connected mass of perceptions, vvhich constitute a 
thinking bein • (To20.7) 

Vmen the pa.ssion of .pride, for example, is br()Ught 

into play,we.illust therefore differentiate carefully between 

the impression of pri e itself, the· perception whi.ch 0ccas-· 

ioned it and the bund e of perceptions which is the self to 

which attention is dr wn· by the passion .. In order·~o·jl.:l,stif.y 

such a differentiatio Hume need only say that it can' be done:· 

his task is merel·y to reveal the mechanism responsible. for the 

processo 

It is clear t at on the basis of Book·r perceptions 

can be s.epara::ted off om the mind. Of course, any perception 

-v!hich is present to, t ~e alrIareness must be in reality· a ·part of. 

the bundle of percept" ons which make up the self I> Vlhat Hume 

probably means is tha the passion and· the object whi1ch exc

ites it are both cons"dered to be separate from the mind, and 
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and can, be so consid'ered without apparent contradictiono 

Hume must say that, as a matter of fact, the passions 'and 

the exciting objects oithe passions are not sepaiate from 

the mind; but he can also say that, because there is no nec-' 

,essary connexion between perceptions other than of forming 

part of the bundle which is 'present to awareness, it is 

possible ~o consider perceptions as existing in other rela~ 

tionships to "o'rie another 0 In other words, a particular part 

of the bundle can be considered to be the' self, and other 

parts of the bundle can be seen as external objects whi,ch 

stand in a certain relationship to the part of the bundle 

which is called the self" That this is done is no just'"'" 

ification for the practice, but it'is an explanation oithe 

sort of thing'which goes on when peoplets passions are arou

sed" 

Hurne say.s that we must be concerned ~rith .objects, in 

some way if they are to produce any passion at all in us: 

UBeauty, considertd as such, unless placId upon something 

related to us, never produces any pride or.vanitYott ('1'0279) 

On the other hand, however, that we are concerned with the· 

object in question is not enough. The. object itself must 

e possess,ed of some quality v11hich is capable of affecting 

s in some way: nThe strongest relation alone, without 

eauty, or something else in i~s place, has as little influ

nce on' that passion o H (To279) 

• 
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Briefly, the passion of pride, for example, -is prod...; 

uced in the following way. We perceive an object which bel

ongs to us, and "liVe further perceive that it is beautiful; 

its beauty causes a -semsation.:of:'pleasure within us; this 

feeling of pleasure, because it is caused by a quality in an 

object "thich belongs to us, gives rise to the- sensation of 

pride. (II, i, 5 ) 

'This mechanism operates only because- pride has, -as 

its special object, the self, and because the self has the 

capacity for experiencing that passion,::.- !tWe must suppose 

that nature has given to the organs of the human mind, a 

certain disposition fitted to produce a peculiar impression 

, or emotion, loy-hich we call pride: To this emotion' she has 

assign~d a certain idea, viz .. that of self, which it. never 

fails to produceo lf (T .. 287') 

This last quotation 'seems to imply that pride does 

not merely recall to the attention the idea of, self, but rat

her creates the idea of the self. This interpretation.is 

borne out by an earlier statement in the same account: 'tAl 
passion, when excited, turns our view to another idea, which 

is that of self. Here then is a, passion placId betwixt two 

ideas, of the one (e.g. an external object] produces it, and 

the other the self is producld by ito The first idea, 
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therefore, represents the cause, the second the object of the 

passion. u (T0278) l 
The general impression gained from his acc

1 

unt of the 

passions, however, is that pride and humility merely f.Ue the 

attention on an idea of the self which is construc ed by the 

imagination: in other 'Ylords, the self to which the J)assions 

direct us is the same with the self of Book I~ Thr descrip

two consecUfive para

graphs in the opening of the discussion of pride and hurnil-

tion of the self of Book I is given in 

ity: "This objqct is the self, or that succession of ~elated 

. ideas and impressions, of ilvhich "He have an intimate memory 

and consciousnesstt , and ttThat connected succession of per

" ceptions, which we call self 0 n (T 0 277) 

The principle "Whereby the passions associa. e themsel-

. h h If' f h B .. d" l ff -" ves W1t t e se 1S a res one. ecause 1t ~s 1" erent 
I 

" I 
from the "natural and philosophical relations alreafy"encount-

ered, the appellation 'anomolous' lends itself as an apt 

label: 

I find, that the peculiar object of pride and humil- " 
ity is determin I"d by an original and natur'!l instinct, 
and that 'tis absolutely impossible, from -the "prim
ary constitution of the "mind, that these p~ssions 
should ever look beyond self, or that indi~idual '" 
person", of whose actions and sentiments ead:h of us is 
intimately conscious. Here at last the vi~w always 

" I " -rests, when we are actuated by "either of t~ese pass-
ions; nor can we, in that situation of mind., ever 
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lose sight of thisobjecto For this.,I pretend not to 
give any reason; but consider such a peculiar direc
tion of the thought as an original quality~ .(To286) 

The new principle of associati6n is tTOrigilal and nat-

urapt and therefore' cannot be reduced to either. of. i:',h~, i:',-v'{Q. 

sp~7.~e? .?f relation :to whic.:t:t. we"1,xer~ ,iD:~:roduce.d in B,09k.I.,.:: 

Apart fF-oirt ~ru.:~.,: ;npvel, fea~ur~,. howev~.r, . all appe·arl.~.9~ .. be~ as._ 

it was. be~.ore ~ .. '.:r t.'That individual persontT of whom W1 are 

"intimately conscious~t seems to be the self, of Book I. Unfor

tunately, . Hume ts 'langUage ,here. has caused,Hendel aJd Kemp

Smith to believ~:.L ~!lat Hume is no. lo;nger content. WiJhi the self 

of Book I. Since our task here is to show., that·th~ ··self of 

Book lis: adequai:',~ .. foJ:' ,the. 'purpo~e~ 0+:, Book II, ''Je ill· defer. 

discussion of· this point. until our next Chi;?ptero ,. 

. We are nO'V'J in a, posi tion to, clarify Hume' s ssertion 
" I • • 1. • 

that ttour iden,tity .. :t"lith regard to .t:p.~ passions serv S.: to 

corrob<?rate. tha~~~ith regard .. to the imagination .. n .. ,~ince the 

passiol]-s o.:f pride and humility operate with respect to all our 

perception.s, they are able to link our 

past achievements and accomplishments. 

able to link the self with the future, 

re the self with hope for, or fear of, 

present selves with our 

Moreover, til ey are 

in so far as they ins pi
I 

wha't is going to take 

place •. V]hether the causes of pride or humility are remembered 

perceptions,pre~ent .impr~ssions, 6r imaginative co structions 

of the future, in every case they direct the attention to the 

self, and. link the self, as'a bundle of' perceptions,! to·these 

other perceptions, It is our contention here that ,1urne can 
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assert this doctrine lr,lithout loss of consistency'o 'If we are 

correct, then it must follow that the self of Boo I is 

adequate for Burne's doctrine of the passions o 

We must now examine ,the allegation, that the self of 

Book I is inadequate for Hurnets doctrine of sympathyo As in 

the case of the passions, this examination should ,include an 

outline of HurneTs doctrine. 

B'\ll11e t s teaching on symapthy is an attempt 0 explain 

why it is that we share so intimately the 

others: ttNo quality of human nature is more 

in itself and in its consequences, than that 

able, both 

sity we 

have to sympathize with others, ,and to receive by communicat-

ion their inclinations and sentiments, however from, 

or even contrary to our own.,'" (T,,3l6) 

This propensity Hurne believes'is due to the fact that 

the relations of resemhlance, contiguity and causafion obtain 

between, people: I 

Now ttis obvious that nature has preservtd a great' 
resemblance among all human creatures, and that we 
never remark any passion or principle in o~hers, of 
which, in some degree or other, we may notl find a 
parallel in ourselves.. The case is the s"ame with the 
fabric of the mind, as lrJith that of the bo~yo H01rv
ever the parts may differ in shape or sizel, their 
structure and composition are in general the same. 
'l'here is a very remarkable resemblance, 1-vh' ch pres
erves itself amidst 'all their variety; and this res
emblance must very much contribute to make us enter 
into the sentiments of others, and embrace them with 
facility and pleasure. Accordingly we fin, that 
where, beside the general resemblance of opr natures, 
there' is any peculiar similarity in our mahners, or 
character, or country, or language, it fac'litates 
the sympathy 0 .... Nor is resemblance the only rela-
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tion , which has this effect) but receives neltf force 
from other relations, that may accompany it. The 
sentiments of others have littl~ influence, when far 
remov'd from us, and require the relation of contig
uity, to make them communicate themselves entirely •. 
The relations of blood, being· a species 0 :causation, 
may sometimes contribute to the same effect. (T.318) 

The mechanics of sympathy consist in an ' nlivening.'· 

of the idea we. have of another person. The degrel to which 

that idea is enlivened depends on the strength of the rela.tion 
between 

whichobtainq/ourselves and the other person: trTie stronger 

the relation is betwixt ourselves and any obje ct, \ the more· 

easily does the imagination make the transit. ion , and ·convey to 

the related idea the vivacity of conception, with ·which we 

always .form the idea of our own person. tt (T.318) The idea of 

. the other person becomes enlivened to such a degree that we· 

have the same concern for it that we would have f1r ourselves. 

By the same token, the mood of the other person as manifested 

by his overt behaviour be~ome~ ~nlivened to such J degree that 

. t . t d . . . ' f f1 . . \. t b .J. J.s conver e l.nto an J.mpress1.on 0 reexJ.on - l:- eeomes, 

in effect, ~ mood: TrWhen any affection is infus'd by 

s:ympathy ,it is at first known only by its effe.cts, and by 
, \ 

those external signs in the countenance ana conver ation; 

which convey an idea of it I> The idea is presently con,rerted 

into an :Wnpression, -and acquires such a degree of orce and 

vivacity, as to become the very passion itself, atd produce 

an equal emotion, as any original affection"tt ('1',,317) 
I 

The theory of the self as applied to the dJctrine of 
I . 

sympathy can now be examined.' In two passages fronr the acc-

MCMASTEl UNlvERSnY USRAll~ 
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ount of that' doctrine Hume talks of the self in the follo'llling 

terms: "'Tis evident, that the idea, or rather impression of 

.ourselves is always intimatelY present with us, and that our 

consciousness gives us. so lively a conception of our own person, 

that 'tis not possible to imagine, that any thing can in this 

particular go beyond it U (T.317), and. nA.ll these relations, of 

contiguity, rsemblance, and causation whi.ch obtain betvlieen our-

"selves and others' 'fihen united together',' "convey t'he impression 

or. consciousness of our own person to the idea of the sentim .... 

ent.s or passions of others, and make us conceive them in the 

strongest and most lively manner.!': (T .. 318) , It cannot be denied 

that Hume is speaking here as tho:ugh there w~re, in fact, an 

impression of the self .. However, in Book I of the Treatise he 

expressly denies that there is such an impression: 

" .' 

It must be some one impression, t·hat gives rise to 
every real idea. But self or person is not anyone 
impression, but that to which our several impressions 
and ideas are,suppos'dto have a reference. If any 
impression gives rise to the id.ea of self, that· imp
ression must continue invariably the same, thro' the 
whole course of our lives; since self is suppos'd to 
.exist after that manner. But there is no impression 
constant and invariableo (T. 251). 

The self of Book I is a complex 'idea "'flhose constituent 

parts are the whole fund of impressions and ideas i,,·ihich pre-

sent thems.elves to human experience 0 The complex is bound 

together by the relations of resemblance and causation which 

give rise to the fictitious idea' of personal identityo This 

is the self of reality: the self of fiction is a permanent, 

identical entity which endures even through the flux of perc-
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eptions~ Is Hume, in his doctrine of sympathy, seriously 

asserting that it is the latter which is the real self, and 

thereby denying the utility of the theory of Book 11 

Kemp-Smith believes that H:wne is in the throes of 

rejecting-"the self of Book 10 His point is that illume must 

. ·reject this self, for. it is patently inadequate f0r the 

·doctrine of sympathy. The latter doctrine rests on the fact· 

·that our idea of the other person is enlivened to a. very, 

great degree. It is this liveliness, which causes us to con .... -

cern ourselves so ·much with it~ But such liveliness is the· 

mark of an impressionl , or would seem to be. It £ollows 

that if our idea of the other p~rson is enli.vened to. such~a 

degree as to become· an impression, then we must be t9 our

selves an impression: 

Hurne, in his references to the ever present concept 
of the self, alternates between the terms 'conceptt, 
'idea'» t impre-ssion f, and t t consciousness tal But per-
force the 'concept' of the self h~s to be anli~press
ion; otherwise it would not, on his teaching, have 
discharged the functions required - the transfer of 
a native liveliness, a liveliness which Hume insi.sts· 
is to be found in actual impressions alone!o2 . 

In Hume's defence it could oe argued that there is 

no definite boundary betw~en impressions and ideaso He points 
., 

() ... • j. , 

> 

IttThose perceptions, which enter with most. force and 
violence,we may name impressions •••• By ideas I mean the 
faint imag~s of these in thinking and reasoning. tt (T.l) 

2Kemp-Smith,op. cit., PD 1730 

\. 
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out in the opening paragraphs of Book I that: nIn sleep, in 

a fever, in madness, or in any very vioient emotions of soul, 

our ideas may approach to our impr.essions: As on the other 

nand it sometimes happens, that our impre$sions are so faint 

and low, that we cannot distinguish them from. our ideas 0 tt ('1' 6 2.) 

It is possible, t~ereforet that what Hume really means when he 

speaks of an impression of the self in Book II is that the 
',' . 

idea of the self is so lively that it is mistaken for an imp-

. ression. If this is· the case, then such a lively idea could 

sure~y fulfil the function of an impression;' name·ly that of 

;imparting a native liveliness to the idea of another persono 

Against this .sugges~ion could be raised the thorny 

-issue of the incorrigibility of perceptions.l Hume; in the. 

very heart, of Book I, asserts that perceptions cannot be 

anything other than they appear to be: ttEvery thing that 

~~$~~~"; the mind, being in reality as the ,percepti0n, 'tis 

impossible any thing shou'd to feel~ng appear different. This 

were to supP?se, that even where we are most intimately con

'scious, we might be mistaken. tt (To190) From this itfollm"ls 

that if the 'idea' we have of the self appears to be an imp

ression, then it must be an impression, 
, , 

Of course, this conclusion und'ermines the "thole of 

Hume's analysis of personal identity in Section 6. His whole 

thesis rests on the fact that what passes for an iclea of a 

IThis issue has already been discussed above, Chapter 
III, po 60. 



simple, identical self is analysable into component percept.:.,,; 

ions united by the imagination. We have seen that he' denies 

ever having experienced an impression of himself, and that 

this denial leads to the analysis of the idea of tihe self 0 

Now we find that the doctrine of sympathy has forc:ed him to 

accord such a great deal of vivacity to the idea of the self 

that it must be taken at its face value as an impressiono It 

seems that Hurne must either give up 'his atternp'~ to analyse 

the self, or forsake his doctrine o;f symapthyo 

The only"course left open to Hume is fi:rst of all to 

reassert that the succession of perceptions can at one time 

be observed as a unity, and at other times as a'plurality: 

ttHowever at one instant we may consider the related, succession 

as variable or,interrupted, we are sure the next to ascribe 

to it a perfect identity, and regard it as invariable and 

,uninterrupted. It (T .254) This ensure's that the id~a of the 

self is analysable. 

Secondly"he can then point out that the unifying act~ 

i vity of the imagination, whereby perc,eptions are connected 

in respect of the natural relations, is manife~ted ~s,a 'gen_ 

tle force' (T.IO)o This gentle force Hume would call an 

impression 0 It would not be. 'idea, fo:r, by the first prin

ciple,·all ideas are copies of impressions,_and the,gentle 

force does not copy anything 0 BUt what sort of impression 

could it:be? It couJ..d not be called an impr~ssJ.on of sene-

sation, for those arise trwithout any antecedent perceptionn 
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·(T 0 275), and the force,:arises only when ther~ are other 

perceptions to be connected. It's most likely label, there .... 

fore" is that of an impression of reflexion. These arise only 

on the prior appearance of an ,impression of seIJ,sation or of 

a.n, idea~? or even on the prior appearance of another impress ..... 

ion of' reflexiono Unfortunately, Hume has defined impress-, 

ions .of r.eflexion as being upassions, and o,ther emotions 

r'esembling them. If ('r .275) However l' there is no reason why 

he could not add the gentle f'orce to his list of impressions 

of ·:'reflexion:o " , 

If Hume does number the gentle force among his imp

ressions of reflexion, then he'could assert that ,it is its 

vivacity which imparts a liveliness to the idea of' another 

persono At times this liveliness wqUld quite obscure the 

f'act that our ideas of' our own selves, and of' thos;e others 

with whom w~ .are concerned" are actually ideas anoinot, im~ 

ressions 0 But this would not prevent us, on occasio'ns" f'rom 

perceiving the trp.e state of' af'fairs, namely that ideas of 

ourselves and those of' other selves'are analysable in the way 

in which'Hume describes in Section 60 If' this interpretation 
, ' . 

is allowed, then there need be no clash between the doctrine 

of personal identity as given' in Book I, and the doctrine of' 

sympathy as given in Book II of the Treatise. 

Further evidence against the view that there is a 

clash between the self of Book I and the self of. Book II 
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appears'in the course of Hume t s development of his, doctrine 

of sympathyo At one pOint, Hume finds that his whole theory 

of sympathy will collapse-unless he invokes the aid of the 

se,l1'.£ of Book I.. The situation arises in the foll.owing way Q 

In part 11 of Book II Hume observes: '''Tis evidenit J that as 

we are at all times intimatel.y conscious of ourselves p our 

sentiments and passions, their ideas must strike 'l:1pon us with 

greater vivacity than the id~as of the sentiments and passions 

of any other, persono tt (To339) Later in the same p~ragraph he 

formulates"a new law: ttThe imagination passes easily from 
I 

obscune,.;to li:y:ely ideas, but with difficulty from lively to 

obscure 0 " 

The conjUnction of these two statements undermines 

the doctrine of sympathy. That doctrine requires that the 

attention be directed from the contemplation of our own feel

ings,'to those of others. However, Hume now asserts that our 

own feelings are more lively than those of other people, and 

that the imaginatio~does not pass easily from more to less 

lively perceptions~ Consequently it is impossible that we 

should ever come to regard the feelings of others alS our own, 

as the doctrine of sympathy requires. 

To resolve, this inc'onsistency, Hume' first oif all 

asserts that the attention is 'not always directed upon the 

self.- The attention is directed to the self when the self is 

the object of a passion, but !tin sympathy our own perso1n 'is 

not the object of any passion, nor is there ~ny thing, that 
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:fixes our attention on ourselves o ft (T0340) 

This alone does not save the dotrine of sympathy_ In 

sympathy the object of our compassion must be related to the 

self, but if the self is not seen as part of the relation-

ship, then the mechanism of sympathy is again paralysed. It 

is at this point i;.hat Hume utilises the concept of the self' 

which was produced in Book'I o He argues ,that, since the self 

is the sum total of all our perceptions, it is perceived as 

long as there are perceptions. 'Further, he implies .that there 

is a distinction between 'internalt,perceptions, sl!l.ch as the 

passions 1 and 'external t perceptions, such as the 0ver't~ 

behaviour of a~other pe~sono 1 Itfollm'Js, f~om these premises, 

. that when the· attention is directed to ,'ext~rna.l' perclsptions, 

such as the overt behaviour of another person, the' self is ' 

still in view" According to the doctrine ?f the s.E;lparability 

of perc~ptions2J the overt behaviour of another.pe:vson is 

easily di.stinguished from the rest of our perceptions, so 

that other people can enter into.a relationship with the self 

which is one of, blood, nationality, or close proximity" with

out being considered a part of the self. This, at least, is 

the construction we place upon the following passage: 

lVide supra, pp. 92-3 for Hurne's grounds for making 
this distinction. 

2.Yide sURra, p: •• 940 
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Ourself, independent of the perception of every other 
object, is in reality nothing: For which reason we 
must turn our view to external objects; and 'tis 
natural for us to consider with most attention such 
as lie contiguous to us, or::'resemble us 0 But when 
the self is the object of a passion, 'tis not. nat
ural to ·quit the consideration of it, ·till the pass-
ion be exhausted~ (T.340-1) . 

In other·. words·, the presence of a passion inhibits the 

separating off from the bundle of· perc·eptions of the percep-: 

tionof .. anot·her person; but . when the passions ·have. ceased tOo 

operate, then such a distinct.ion among perceptions can be· 

made. Further, when we make the distinction, we can·· still be 

said to be ltintimately·conscious of ourselves", for the 

external perceptions are as much constituents of the self as 

the internal ones~ 

The ·only difficulty with this interpretation is that 

it fails to explain how it is that the related external person 

can be related to the self in terms of blood, nationality, or 

in terms of ~nything at qll, since the part of the bundle 

which is normally believed to characterise the sel.:f is not 

present to the attention. The only solution we can offer here 

is that the appearance of a coliection of attribut,es, labelled 

~xternal per sod, can possibly strike a chord in one's memory, 

reminding one that he~e is a person who resembles, or is 

somehow related to, that bundle normally characterised· as the 

selio 

If our interpretation is correct Hume has successfully 

·salvaged his doctrine of sympathy only by invoking. the self 
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· of Book I. By utilising this self he has rendered consistent 

two otherwise conflicting doctrines, namely that t e attention 

can be directed from the self to another person an can infuse 

the perception of the other person with the native liveliness 

of the self, and that the attention moves with 

from lively to more obscure perceptions. 

The success of Hume's salvage operation 

what has been argued at large in this Chapter, 

d endorse 

ly 'that the 

doctrine of the self of Book I is adequate for the purposes of 

Book II I> The part played by the self in the doctr ne of the . 

passions and in .. the doctrine of sympathy has a full 

examination,. and in each case it .has been seen tha it is 

possible to argue that the self of Book I is both onsistent' 

with, and adequate for those doctrines. 

The results of this argument will play a r 

next Chapter o There an examination will be made 0 the claim 

that Hume himself later rejects his theory of the self as 

expressed in Book 10 In concluding. this present C apter, 

however, it is interesting to note the effect which its find

ings may have on a theory held by Kemp-Smith o 

In the Preface. to his worktlThe Philosophy of David 

Hume n Kemp~Smith asks: 

Why is it that in Book I of the Treatis~ th existence 
of an impression of the self is explicitly enied, 
while yet his theory of the 'indirect' pass'ons [i~e. 
pride and humility}, propounded at length i Book II, 
is made to rest on the assumption that we d in fact . 
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experience an impression of'the srlf, and 
impression is ever-present to us? . 

His answer is that Books II and III of 

aria prior in order of composition to Book 1.2 

points out that Hume, when referring to the self, 

between the terms 'concept', 'idea', 'impression' d 'con-

sciousness f in Book 11.3 This vacillation, he say,. is symp

tomatic of Hume's realisation that Books I and-II ontradict 

one another. Kemp~Smith is led to believe, partly .on the 

basis of this evidence, that of' 

the passions were formulated first, that the conce 

self Hume then used was the self qua an impression and that 

Hume 'later had difficulty in reconciling these doc with 

. the self as it made its appearance in the posterio Book I: 
If I am correct in assuming that he formul ted his 
doctrine of sympathy prior to the developm nt of 
the doctrines proper to Book I, it is nat al to 
suppose that his later uneasy awareness of. the contra-
diction between the two Books has necessit ted these 
alternative wordings; as when he uses the umhersome 
non-commital phrase ttthe impression or con ciousness 
of our own person", as well as the more de inite 
phrase "the idea,.or rather impression of .urse.lves rt ,,4 

lOp. cit., p. v. 

2Ibid., p. vi. 

3Ibido, p. 173. (Vide supra p. 102) 

·4Ibido -
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If, as we have tried to prove in this Cha ter, there 

is no contradicti'on between the self of Book I an the self 

of Book II, some of the grounds at least for Kemp' Smith's 

theory will have been removed.. His theory will n 

been invalidated because he has other grounds on 

base i t.'~ i but it can gain no strength from Hume' s treatment. 

of the selfo 

In the way of a Parthian shot it is worth noting that·_ 

'even at the beginning of Book III of the Treatise Hume still 

sees fit to utilise the self of Book I: 

It has been observ'd, that nothing is eve present to 
the mind but its perceptions; and that al the actions 
of seeing,. hearing,. judging, loving, hati g,and . 
thinking, fall.under thi's denomination,. he mind can 
never exert itself in any action, which w may not 
comprehend under the term of perception .. (To.456) 

At least, the language used here suggests that' Hurne 

still believes in the self of Book I.. However, i may be 

that he has now come to believe that the self whi 

hates ,and thinks is manifested as an impression .. 

becomes excessively enigmatic - just ho\'l mu.ch so 

in the f01llowing Chaptero' 

lIbido, po vi .. 

attitude 

be seen 



CHAPTER Y. 

Hu~mfs LAT~~ ATTITUDE TO HIS THEORY OF PERSONAL IDENTITY -
The attention which Hume devotes to his of' per-

sonal identity in' Book I of the Treatise marks it a 

major thesi"s· of that work. It is,therefore, sur rising' that 

his later works contain no reference to this theo Hume, 

however; nowhere gives a clear statement for 

this omission, and consequently has left posterit with an 

enigma: why did Hume abandon a theory on which he ad expen~ 

d':ed,_ so much effort? . 
- .. 

The Enquiry Concern~g Human Understandin~ parallels 

the first Book of the Treatise •. For exa~ple, at t e outset 

. Hume restates the first principle which he has for ulated in 

Book I of the Treatise: all ideas are copies of im ressions 

which precede them and which they resemble in ever respect 

but their vivacityo ~lissing from the Enquirx, how 

the discussions on the immateria:Lity of the soul 

are 

pers-

onal identity which occupied so "much of his attent' on in the'· 

earlier 1-'lork eo In the ·Treatise the con.cept 

identical self is analyse'd by means of the inciple, 

and it is found to be reducible "to a succession of percept!!'",) 

ions which are united by the imagination in respec of the 

natural relations$ Since the first principle make its ap~ 

112 
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earance ,in the first Enguiry, it is difficult to .ee why the 

analysis of personal identity does not., 

An examination of the external evidence rEveals only 

that Hwn.e later rejected' the <[treatise. Some elevE n years 

after completing the Treatise,! he makes the follow ng comment 

in one of his let.ters: nso vtst an Undert'aking, plan'd 

before I. was one ,and tWenty, 1nd compos 'd, b~fore ,I-we,nty'~~ve" 
must necessarily 'be very d~feltiveo I have repen ad my Haste 

a hundred""and ·a hundred timet.~l The· "vast Unde o.takingtt. is . 

none other than the Treatise <Df Human Nature! In 1754, three 

years after penning this commint, he expres:es hipself even 

more strongly to one whom Keml-smith identifies a~ an un~ 
f " dl "t" 2 I rl.en y crl. l.C: . I 

That you may see r woti'd no way scruple 0" own~ng my 
Mistakes in Argument,lr shall acknowledge (what 'is 
infinitely more materJ.al) a very great Mi3take in 
Conduct, viz my publi~hing at all the ~re~tise of 
human Nature, a Book, I which pretended to nnovate in 
all the sublimest Parts of' Philosophy~ an~ which I 
compos t d before r was I five" <;lnd ;.twenty Cl- A pove all, 
the positive Air, \vhich prevails in that ~ook, and 
which may be imputed -to the Ardour of You ... h, so much 
?is~leases me, that Ilhave not the Patien~e to review 
l.t", 

Hume was obviously di enchanted with the Preatise, but 

he does not tell us just what is the cause of his displeasure~ 

IttLe'tters of David Hur.eU, ed. Greig, i, p .. 158, 
quoted from Kemp-Smith, oEo cit., p. 5320 

2Kemp-Smith, oEo cite>, Pc> 532 • 

.JuLetters tt , ed. Greig, i, p. 187, ib~do· 
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I 

Ih any event; he does not impute it to his theory lof personal 
, I I 

I 

I ' 
identity. 

It has been suggested that H.ume was in sea!rch! not of 
I I 

philosophical 'but of literary acclaim. That he r~ceived neith-
. ! I , 

I I ' 

er on the appearance of his Treatise is now a par-y oflthe folk-
• I 

, I 

lore of, Philosophy: "Never literary attempt was' morel unfort~ 
I I 
, I 

unate than ~y ,Tr~atise of Human Nature ~ , It .fell dlead.L.born' , . I"""""';'" 
from the press. nl 

'Standing between Hume c::md the accolades ot; th~ literary 
I 'I 

world were the radical theories of Book I of the 'Ilreapiseo One 

of thesetheories~ of 'course"is his th~ory of pe~sonll iden ... 
, " I I 

tii:t y, whi,ch overturns' all establi~hed concepts o~ th~ reality 

. of the underlying unity of the self. It is~ thereiforr, poss .... 

ible th,. at Hume reje.cted the more radical theorie~ lof' the 
! I 

1 

Treatise in order that his later works should rec~ive:the 

serious attention he so ardently desired. Kruse :tis a l Siloporter 
I I ... 

!' I 

of this theory: 
I 

It is well known that in his later life Hrim8 time 
after time' suppressed his most radical id91'as, in . order 
to be better appreciated by the public, and, it is ' 
characteristic that in his ~ilitobiog;r'aphy he dercribes 
the ttruling passiontt of his life not as a ISpinoza 
would have done, as the urge, of phi~osophilcall cog.,... 
nition, but love of literary fameo And this liter
ary ambition wa,s not of the nature which -Was content 
with the immortality usually accorded to §rea~ think.,... 
ers .by ,a late posterity; but, practical a!lld c?ncrete 
as he was, he craved first and foremost the admirat
ion of his contemporaries. • 0 • And thersfore he 

IDavid Hume, My Own Life, Chap 0 10 
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I 

w~s consistently led to regard the judge~ent o£ the 
p~blic as his supreme 'court, his only guiide in his 
literary work • .l I I 

I 
I . 

K4mp-Smi th argues against this view at gr!e~t!'lengtho 2 

I I 

He claims I that Hume rejected his theory on phl1oslophtcal 

grounds, and that the £irst EnquirI represents a mor~ mature 
! I I 

• I : I 

appra~sa1:of the .contents of the Treatise. In.orp.erlt.o 
I:' '. 

I • • I I 

. understan4 Kemp-3mi th' s claim fully, we must fir s~ of all 
• • I I 

briefly recapitulate Huma t s explanation of. the ortigiIlJ. of""the-
I ' , 

awareness 10f,:p~rsonal identityo 
I I 

H-4me's theory of personal identity is a Pfod,*ct of two 
.! 

I I 

major pririciples of the Treatisee The f'irst of these is that 
I ..j 

all ideas !are derived'. from precedent impressions,: an4 the 

second is ithat the only connexion which obtains between 
I . I I 

perceptiods is the 'gentle force', supplied by the~im~gination 
! I I 

in respect'l of. the natural relations. The first principle 
I I 

I . .' I . I 

leads to tl,he denial that there is a simple, identical self 
I I 
, 

which undeirlies the flux of experience. Instead, I us:itng the 
i 

principle 1Of'.the association of ideas, we can ass~rt lonly 

that the i~ea we have of' personal id.entity is a fict~tiOUS 
I I I 

one, whichl is to say that it is a f'abrication of -rhe limagin-
I 

ation and has no application to the elements of eipenienceo 
I 

Kemp-Smith believes that Hume became more awdre, .\as 
___ -+-1 ___ ~" '. . . . I .. ' 

Ivkn~ing Kr-use, rtHume' s "Philosophy "in his Pr~ncipal 
vlork lt , ( Oxfrord University Pr'ess), Eng 0 trans 0, p. [3) Iquoted. 
from Kemp-~mith, ~ci~., p. 520 0 

2~o cit4, Chapter XXIV. 
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his' philosolphical acumen developed, that the idea ff the iden-

tity of thel self is not reducible to a complex of perceptions 
, 

united by t~e imaginations- but that it is'as r!3al as anything 
! 

that entersl our experience. 
I 

As evidence ,that the <!ioctrine' of 
I 

associationl of ideas was later felt by Hume to be ~satis .... 
I 

factolry' as ~ mode of explanation of everyday beliefs I' he points 
I 

" , 

to the fact,! that it is not so \videly used in the first, Enquiry 0 

I " I 

Heralded aSi, a trmajor discoveryD in Book I, 1 and as I, t~the cement 

of the univ~rseH' in 'the Abstract,2 it is omitted i~ the first 
I, 

Enquiry as kn explanation for belief in an ind,epenctently , 
i', ' , I 

existing w~tld. That belief is there treated as an ultimate ~ 
I 

it is unavo*dable and, at the same time, irreducible in'the 
I 

way Hume cl~imed in Book I of the, Treatise.. Beseti,as he was 
, I· I, 

by the realtsation that his own identity was 'non-fictitious , 
i i 

and troubledl by thE;! inadequacy of the asso,ciati ve qechanism 
I, ' , 

as an accoUIilt of it, it is, says Kemp-Smith, scarce,ly to be 
I ' 

wondered atithat Hume omits all mention of his thedry of 
! 

identity in I, his later works.. Nor is it to be wondE1red at that 

Hume cannot I think of anything better to put in its iplace, for 
I 

Hume's whole fund of experience is composed of disdrete per .... 
I 
, 'I 

ceptions wh~ch do'not manifest numerical identity nor any 

underlying ~itYo3 
I 

I 1 ' ' 
Tr~atise, p .. 33. 

2D• IHume, nAn Abstract of a rreatise of HlL'TIian Nature n , 
ed. J~M. Ke~es and p~ Sraffa! (Ca~b::idge UniversitlY Press, 
1938), pp .. j,1 .... 2, quoted from Kemp-Sm~th, 9..po cito, po 5330 

3 i 

J\.E'!?1~-Smith, <ryo ci.fo, po 534. 
, 
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Ke~PMSmith gains support for his theory from Hume's 

comments on 'personal identity in the Appendix to Book III of 

the Treatise. There Hume confesses that: "-Upon a more strict 

review,;'of the section concerning personal identity, I find 

mysel.f involv'd in such a labyrinth, that, I must confess, I 

neither knQw how to correct my former opinions, nor how to 

render them consistent. tt (T.,633) The source of his dissatis~ 

faction ap~ears to be the associative mechanism which unites 

perceptions: "All my hopes vanish, when I come to explain the 

principles, that unite our successive perceptions in our 

thought or consciousness. I cannot discover ahy theory~ which 

gives me satisfaction on this headi)tt (TI>635~6) 

The doctrine of'the association of ideas plays a role 

of paramount importance in the production of the idea of'pers

onal identi:ty I> According to the most hallowed principles of 

Book I, per1ceptions, which are the sole constituents of 'human, 

experience, are distinct and separable from one another: 
, 

Whaitever is distinct, is distiriguishable; and whatever 
is distinguishable, is separable by the thoug!tt or 
imalgination 0 All perceptions are distinct. They are, 
therefore, distinguishable, and separable~ and may be 
conceiv'd as separately existent, and may exist sep .... 
araltely 1 v1Jithout,a:qy contradiction or absurdity_ (T (634) 

Not only are perceptions distinct, but there is no 

perceivable! connexi,on which binds them together: nNo conn",": 

exions among distinct existences are ever discoverable by 

h~~an understanding." (To635) In the face of such ,a disconn

ected plurality of existences, how is it that the concept of 
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a simple, identical self arises at all? The answer Hume has 

given in Book I is that the imagination unites, or associates, 

ideas in respect of the relations of resemblance and caus" 

ation to produce the idea of personal identityo This idea is 

fictitious because there is nothing in the world of exper;;" 

ience to which it, applies - it is merely, a construct'ion of 

the imaginat:i.ono, In the, Appendix it appears, that Hl;lIDe'is no 

longer happy with this explanation: ttl am sensible, that my 

account is very defective, and that, nothing but the' seeming' 

evidence of the precedent reasonings could have indu.cfd me~to 

receive ito tt (T.635) 

Hume's diagnosis of the ,root cause of his dissatis-

faction is, puzzling:" 

In short there are two principles, which I cannot 
rend,er consistent; nor is it in my power to ren
ounce either of them, viz. that 'all our distinct" pep ... 
ceptions are distinct existenGes,,:,:' and that the' mind 
never perceives any real connexion among distinct 
existences. Bid our perceptions either inhere in 
something simple and individual, or did the mind per~ 
ceive some real connexion among them" there wou'd be 
no difficulty in the case o For my part, I m~st plead 
the privilege of a sceptic, and confess, that, this 
difficulty is too hard for my understanding., I" 
pretend not, however, to pronounce it absolutely 
insuperable. Others, perhaps, or myself, upon more 
mature reflexions, may discover some hypothesis, that 
will reconcile those contradictions. (T.636) 

It is simply not the case that, the two principles, 

that distinct perceptions are distinct existences, and that 

the mind never perceives any real connexion between distinct 

existences, are inconsistent. Kemp-Smith endorses this 

statement, and goes so far as to say that, within the context 
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of'. the Treatise, the second principle follmvs from the first: 

. wnen, Hume says that he cannot render the Jwo prin
ciples consistent, he cannot mean l"1hat he I certainly 
appears to be saying, viz. that ~he two p~inCiples. 
are inconsistent with one another. So faIj from the 
two being inconsistent, the second is.a c~rollary to 
the first: it states no more than what at lonce foll~ 
ows from the very special sense in which Hume uses . 
the term 'distinct t , i.e. as what is not drily dist
inct in thought but also is never perceiVJJd to be in 

. any way dependent upon that from which it is so 
distinguished 01., , . . " 

'To compound this puzzle, Hume's remarks g"ve rise to 

a second. He states quite clearly that hi,S proble~ would be' 

sol ved it'-:'perceptions inhered in a substance, or iii a real 

connexion could be perceived between perceptions. Is.Hume on 

the verge of accepting either of.these alternatives, or is. he 

.; rejecting both? 

If he accepts either alternative, the main body of 

doctrine of Book I must inevitably collapse. Bot altern

atives have been rejected bya vig0:t:0us applicatio of the 

first prinCiple:. there is no impression of a subs ance, nor 

is there an impression of a real connexion between pe~ceptions; 

consequently there ~an be no idea of either. The I cceptance 

o.f either must result in the rejection of the firsr principle, 

and the flood gates would be opened. to a host of a priori 

concepts which Hume has gone to such great le~g~hslto deny, 

for the basic premise of the Treatise states that r11 the 

IIbid 0, po 558. 
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elements which make up concepts are derived from bare exper~ 

ience of impressions. It is unlikely that Hume would under

take demolition on such a scale without careful prior consid .... 

erationo 

Kemp.o..Smith agrees with this view, though not wholly, 

perhaps! for the right reasons: 

Hume is not, suggest:i,ng, ,as mayan .first reading app- , 
ear, that either of these alternatives is really 
possible. On the contrary, he is rejecting both 
without qlla1.ification. They clash with the principles, ' 
neither of which, as he has declared in the opening 
'sentence of the paragraph, is he prepared to renounceo 
The former, suggestion is inconsistent with the first 
of his principles, and the latter sugfestion .is a 
direct, denial of the other principle. 

Vie must agre.e with, Kemp-$mith that the principle that 

'no real connetion is discovered among perceptions is a direct 

denialLof the second suggestion, namely that 'a real connexion 

is in fact perceived o However, it is not so evident that the 

first principle, that all our perceptions are distinct exist~ 
,. 

enees, is inconsistent with, the dictum that all our percept~0 

,ions inhere in something simple and individual" 

Hurne nOl,vhere says that the two latter doctrines are 

inconsistent. Instead he, argues that perceptions cannot exist 

in a homogeneous substance, be it extended or non ... extended, 

for some per'ceptions- are themselves eXtended; and others are' 

non-extended. Since non-extension is incompatible 'With exten-

, IIbid. Kemp-Smith's own footnote refers the reader to 
T0634 and To233o 
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-sion, it is absurd to locate perceptions solely in 'either sort 

of s,ubstance. (To234, ff.) Nevertheless, this argument, to- . 

gether with the application of the principle that ideas res;" 

emble impressions which precede them,is sufficient in Hume's 

eyes to dispose of the concept of a simple J identic.al sub$

stance which underlies perceptions, or in which perceptions 

inhere. 

It is, then, most likely that Hume was rejecting the, 

two alternatives, and was not thinking of them as u,sef'ul 

additions to his own philosophy_ However, the very fact that 

Hume has mentioned them sheds'light on what is, perhaps, the 
~ .: 

real source of his dissatisfaction. He seems to be saying 

, that the association of ideas cannot provide a strong enough 

link between discrete perceptions to account for the intense 

conviction of the identity of the s~lf, but that something 

like the two alternatives mentioned could provide a suffic

iently strong connexion 0 If this int,erpretation is correct, 

Hume is not stating that his two principles are inconsistent 

with one another, but that they are incompatible with the 

immanent reality of the identity of the self. This is Kemp~ 

Smith's appraisal of the situation: ttHume must have meant 

that the two principles c,annot be rendered consistent with 

what has yet to be allowed as actually occurring, namely, the 

awareness of personal identitYoltl 

lIbid .. 
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If it is the.case that Hume is now convinced beyond 

all shadow of doubt of his own identity, the situation is 

truly disastrous~ He cannot reconcile his principl~s of the 

discreteness and disconnectedness of perceptions with the 

sense of his own identity, and yet he cannot give up those 

principles: "In the very act of confessing to failure Hume 

,reaffirms the prinCiples w~ich .havle been responsible foritg;nl.. 

This interpretation gains strength from an item of 

external evidence o In a letter which he wrote to his cousin' 

Henry Home, Lord Kames1 some six years after completing the 

Treatise, Hume expresses admiration for the latter's theory 

of personal identity, but laments that he cannot ac'cept it: 

_ I lik,e exceedingly your Nethod of explaining personal 
Identity as more satisfactory than -any thing that had 
ever occur' d to me, As to the Idea of Substance, I . 
must own, that·as. it has no Access to the r-ulld by any 
of our Sense or Feelings, it has' always a.ppea:nea. to me 
to be nothing but an imaginary Center oi' Union amongst 
the different & variable Qualitys that are to be found 
in every Piece of lrIatter o But I sQall keep myself in 
Suspence till I hear your Opiniono " 

The central'claim of Kames' account3 is that personal 

identity rests on a lively sense of identity. This is an 

lKemp-Smith, 0E. cit.o, p. 5590 

2~t.New Letters of David Human, ed o R. Klibansky and 
Eo Mossner (Oxford, 1954), PPC> 20 .... 21, quoted from Albert 
Tsugawa, tlDavid Hume and Lord Kames on Personal Identitytt, 
Journal of the History: of Ideas, 1961,p~ 398 0 , 

3This exposition is synthesised from Tsugawa's article 9 

He quotes as its source: Kames, Essays on the Principles of 
Morality and Natural Religion, 1751 and 17590 . 
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impression and is t.o be found among our impressions of refl .... 

exiono It is, in short, an irreducible consciousness of the 

unity of the selfo l 

.As Tsugawa points out,2 Hume could only ~ the iden

tity of his self if it were intuitively known .or if it were 

deductively prove~. By intuition Hume appears to mean direct 

acqUaintance with a· set of impressions ·having a ceI:tain,::set~~·o£ 

. characteristics~ tt~ljhen any objects resemble· each other, the 

resemblance· will at first st;r-ike the eye, or rather the mind. tt 

(To70) By deduction he means the revealing of relationships 

which may not be immediately apparent to the mind: nWhe~ 

two numbers are so combin' d, as .thatthe one always has an 

unite answe+,ing to every unite of the other, we pronounce them 

equ~l.n (To7l) Personal identity is something of which every

one is aware without the aid of deduction. It follows that 

Hume must intuit an identity between his perceptions if he is 

to know his own identity. It is Tsugawa's belief that Hume 

was undecided·as to whether h~ can intuit his own identity or 

not:. nCRume] was, as. we saw, of two minds as to 1rlhether we 

can intuit our own self identity. This is the most interest~ 

ing feature brought out by the letter to Lord KamesQn3 

I .. 
Tsugawa, OR. cit." pp. 398-9. 

2Ibid., p. 403 .. 

3Ibido 
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Of co s.e, Hume' s problem is pnec:i;seiJ;:y this, that he 

cannotexperilnce the rel~tion of identity between objects 

which are not numerically identical. Perceptions can be the 

same in the s nse that they resemble one. another, but they 

cannot be sai to' remain unchanged between successive ap~ 

earances. 

Hende concurs with the interpretation that.Hume " 

became convin the reality of his self identity, but 

could not rec it with the premises of Book I of the 

Treatise. He believes that the moment of truth arrived at· 

some point during the composition of the' last two Books since 

there Hume 

.onger than 

forced 

ed a the.ory of the personality which was str ... 

of Book I, a~d that this new revelation 

more deeply into his scepticism: 

time during the writing of the last Book of 
atise Hume began to suspect his original acc

ount 0 ·the idea of ttpersonal identitytt" He felt it 
necessptry to tell us so, in the Appendix to that book" 
Ju.st what aroused in him this suspicion of failure to 
eXPlail tlmind Tt itself, we can only surmise. He was . 
much 0 cupied, in both the later books, with the sub~ 
ject 0 personality. ,The dominating passions centred 
about ersons. ]\10rali ty and society were meaningless 
apart rom personso And not only that, but the all 
pervas~ve factor of sympathy wa,s unintelligible with .... 
out self-consciousness. Thus he had been lured into 
some b~ld speculations about the ultimate source of 
sympat~y, deriving it from a native concern for the 
self 'V'lljlich is always operati vein mankind. 'This mai 
have imduc'd him to reflect upon his earlier treat- . 
ment 01 the self, and thus to discorer some new reas .... 
ons fo a skepticism in philosophyo 
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There are three possible objections to the interpret':" 

ation that Hume rejected his theory of personal identity on 

Philosophical grounds. In the first place the traditional 

assumpti~n that Hume was confessing to failure in the Ap~ 

endix may be incorrecto ~t may be the case that Hume was 

asserting that, uncomfortable as his theory is, the facts 

themselves defy' ·the application of any other:o '- 'After all, . it 

is not Hume' s fault if' a." ca~eful analysis of experience.' 

should fail to substantiate the most cherished convictions of 

mankind •• His 'confession') therefore, may be a general One 

for all philosophers to recite, namely that no theory can 

really hope to explain the phenomenon of the belief in 

personal identity.' In other words, he may, as· Hendel sugg.,,;, 

. ests, have discovered nsome new reasons for a skepticism in 

·philosqphytt. But this does not mean that he has anything to 

be humble about. It may, when all is said and done, rank as 

a major philosophical discovery. If HUlne himself believed 

this J then the 'confession r passag1e can be read not as an 
. . 

admission of failure, but as a piece of typical Humean irony' 

whose real import is that, as usual, Hume has had the last 

word on the subject:. trFor my part, I must plead the pri'vil,;,. 

ege of a sceptic, and confess, that this difficulty is too 

hard for my understanding. I pretend not, however) t'O pro

nounce it absolutely insuperable. Others, perhaps, or 

myself, upon more mature reflexions, may discover some hypo

thesis, that will reconcile those contradictionso" (T0636) 
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In the second place we must take into consideration 

the conclusion reached .in Chapter IV of this paper.. There it 

was argued that Hume's theory of personal identity as exp

ressed in Book I of the.Treatise was quite adequate for the 

purposes of Book II. It is not inconsistent with the theory 

of the passions,. and the phenom.enon of sympathy' can- be. 

e~plained s~tisfac~orily in terms of a. s..elf which i,s only a 

lively idea, and of which only one element, namely the gentle 

for.ce,; is really capable of infusing the. idea of the self and 

of the other person with the requisite vivacity. If this 

interpretation is correct, then at least some of the grounds 

we have for believing that Hume was dismayed by his theory 

will have been removed o. It also diminishes the number o£ 

possible philosophical reasons Hume may have had for reject~ 

ing his theory. 

Lastly it may be relevant to re-examine a comment made 

.earlier in this 'Chapter1 , upon the relationship between the. 

Treatise and the first Enquiry.' It was observed that Hums 

omits. the. association of ideas in his later work. as an explan

ation for the belief in an independently existing world o 

Instead he treats it as an ultimate which is not reducible to 

a complex of perceptions united by the imagination. This 

inevitably leads to the ques tion of why it is that Hume did 

lp. 116 .. 
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not treat of personal identity in the same way_ Had he 

treated personal identity as an irreducible belief, he could 

have avoided the :thorny pathways into which his association

ist doctrine led him, and he could, at the same time, have 

possessed himself of. an irreducible awareness of ide.ntity 

which is so beloved of traditional doctrineso 

'The answer' to this question could. cast an Unfavour~· . 

able light on Hume!s personality. It is possible, ~s Kruse 

suggests, that Humeplayed down his more .radi'cal doctrines in 

order to impress his public. If this is tr:ue, then it is 

also possible that he declined to treat personal identity as 

an irreducible awareness for the. same reason9 namely that even 

. in that form the <;!oncept ",-;as too radical for his public .... 

Unable to assert, and perhaps even convinced of the imposs . .",. 

ibility of ever asserting the reality of the self, he omitted 

all mention of it in order to avoid alienating his readers. 

Of course, Hume may . have had some other motive in mind 

than a"'rather naive ambition to be lionised by his contempor

aries... Kemp",,,Smith provides what is perhaps the happiest 

suggestion of all when he says that -Hume tired of philosoph,;;.c 

ical debate and devoted his later years to his first love ~ 

the field of belles-Iettres ... 1 

I . 
Opocit., ppo 537 ffo 
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